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Welcome to this 'conference
special' edition of Teaching
Business and Economics.
This journal contains the
regular items of Business
Monitor, IT on Line and
Reviews but it also has

papers arising from the
annual conference in March.

The first paper is based on the
presentation from John Vickers
who analysed issues relating to
economic policy to promote
competition and support
consumers.

We are fortunate in being able
to publish the extract from
Kevan Scholes' new textbook
which focuses on the area
covered by his presentation at
the conference (Information
Technology and Strategy).
Continuing the theme of the
impact of IT on business is a
paper focusing on the 

impact of IT on retailing.

Two of the papers from the
conference focus on transport
issues and there are
supplementary pieces attached
which give questions for
classroom use and suggestions
for activities.

There are also a few words
from our new Chair and about
our new President. I hope that
you enjoy his edition and I
would welcome any
items/papers for future journals,
preferably by e-mail.

Duncan Cullimore
Editor
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Alec Reed is the founder and
Chairman of Reed Executive
plc - an employment agency
of 1500 employees across
over 200 branches with a
turnover in excess of £250m.

Alec’s involvements are
extensive and in more recent years
he has shown a keen interest in
founding charitable organisations
including Womankind Worldwide
supporting women’s self help
projects in developing countries,
Ethiopiaid, Reed Restart at
Holloway prison and Women @
Risk, a charity assisting women at
risk in the UK.

Amongst his many professional
affiliations he is Professor of
Enterprise and Innovation at Royal
Holloway, University of London.
He has set up The Academy of
Enterprise, another charity, to
encourage young people  to learn
about enterprise education - a
useful link area for our association!

Until recently he has focussed
on university students but is now
moving into the new territory of
key stages 4 and 5. The Academy
of Enterprise has been asked by
Gordon Brown to write a book to
help with enterprise education for

14 - 16 year olds - this is likely to
take the form of a a magazine
insert, a more attractive style of
presentation for this age group.

On behalf of the association I
extend a warm welcome to Alec
and look forward to his three years
as our new President. Alec is full
of ideas and I firmly believe that
many of them will help us advance
our association and establish it
firmly as the association for all
teachers of economics and
business.

Celia Flynn
Chair

Introducing our new
President

A message from 
your new Chairman

Celia

Flynn
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Professor 
Alec Reed, CBE

I am very honoured to have
been given the chance to lead
our professional association.
Jenny Wales is a very hard
act to follow! As a classroom
teacher I know that I will not
have the flexibility to manage
my time as expertly as she
was able to. I am therefore
grateful to Jenny for her kind
offer to continue to work on
behalf of our association in
her usual high profile
manner. On behalf of us all I
was delighted to thank her at
our annual conference for the
professional and diligent
manner in which she chaired
the association for the past
three years.

My work in an 11-19 mixed
comprehensive school enables me
to combine teaching economics
and business with my
responsibilities for the work-
related curriculum at Key Stage 4.
This year I have had the
opportunity of managing a social
inclusion project at Epsom &
Ewell High School in Surrey.

I have enjoyed working closely
with businesses and I am looking
forward to a close working
relationship with our new
President, Professor Alec Reed.
Alec came to spend a day at
school with me in May and, in
return, I am going to spend a day
with him looking at some
educational projects being

undertaken by one of his
charitable enterprises, 'The
Academy of Enterprise'.

As an association we are looking
ahead to some exciting times. I am
keen to hear from anyone who
would like to contribute in any
way to the life of the association. I
can be contacted by e-mail on
celiaflynn@hotmail.com or via
Sandra Halsey in the office. I
would be delighted to discuss your
ideas about the teaching and
learning of economics and
business as well!

I look forward to working with
you all.

Celia Flynn

Celia Flynn
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John Vickers,

Director General of

Fair Trading

Economic Policy 
for Competition and

Consumers

This article looks at
economic policy towards
competition and consumers,
discussing the economic
principles and who does
what in policy terms,
illustrating these by way of
some recent cases and
topical issues.

MAKING MARKETS WORK
WELL

The role of the Office of Fair
Trading (OFT) is to help make
markets work well, which
ultimately means markets
working well for the
consumer. A market will
not work well for
consumers unless it also
works well for businesses
that are good at giving
consumers what they want.
Unlike the specific sectoral
regulators (e.g. OFTEL for
telecommunications;
OFGEM for electricity and
gas; ORR for railways), the
OFT has a very wide remit
to tackle competition problems
and consumer detriment
throughout the economy. In
everyday life, the public deals
with many businesses and
markets where OFT policy has
played a role - for example
supermarkets, beer, consumer
credit, travel, the professions,
and health.

A well functioning market has
two aspects: competition and

fair trading. It is a competitive
market that gives consumers real
choices between business
suppliers. An essential form of
consumer protection is that kind
of consumer choice.
Competition is not separate
from consumer protection; it is
very much at the heart of it. Fair
trading firms seek business in
ways that are not detrimental to
consumers; for instance, by
avoiding unfair contract terms
and by not publishing
misleading advertisements.
Competition is a necessary, but

not a sufficient condition for a
well working market. Consumer
protection also matters and
comes through general law, and
through the actions of agencies
such as the OFT.

ECONOMIC PRINCIPLES

In investigating competition
and consumer problems, the
economics that lies behind the

analysis is crucial. It is very
important that the authorities
are clear on the economic and
legal principles in reaching
decisions if they are to be
robust. The principles that
underpin decisions should be
clear so that the reasoning is
apparent to the business
community and to consumers.

First of all, it is worth stating
positively why competition is
good. By competition we do not
mean textbook perfect
competition, but reasonably
effective competition in a real

world sense.
Competition gives cost
reflective pricing - not
necessarily low prices -
but prices in line with
costs. In a reasonably
competitive situation,
that would be
something approximate
to marginal costs. Cost
reflective pricing is
generally optimal for
consumers. Resources

will be allocated efficiently
around the economy and price
signals can be relied upon to
direct resources to their most
effective uses. Competition also
means that there is greater
consumer choice as there are
greater incentives on producers
to make better goods and
services. The greater rewards
will go to those who are better
than their rivals at giving
consumers what they want. It is
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also worth noting that by
providing incentives to get costs
down, to be efficient, and to
innovate, competition is generally
good for productivity.
Competition is a key part of the
policy agenda being taken
forward by the Government to
address the productivity gap
between the UK and its main
competitors.

It is natural and useful to think
about the economic principles in
terms of market failures.With
competition policy, it is problems
or possible problems arising from
the exercise of market power. In
the extreme case, a monopolist as
the only seller in a market can
make sure that potential
competitors cannot enter the
market by erecting or enhancing
entry barriers. The monopolist
can therefore exploit consumers
by pricing well above marginal
and average cost. Such
exploitation of market power is
an issue public policy has for
decades sought to address.
However, the extreme pure
monopoly case arises very rarely.
Competition investigations also
look at other firms that are not
pure monopolists, but do have
very strong market positions.
There might be questions of
oligopoly behaviour delivering a
bad deal to consumers where an
industry is dominated by a
handful of suppliers.

Market power problems are
not the only kind of market
failure. Consumers often face
information problems. There is
often a large asymmetry of
information between the
supplier, who will know a lot
about the quality of the product -
if it really is a good deal or not -
and even the reasonably aware
consumer. It is not just

vulnerable consumers who might
lack awareness of the issues, but
they are especially prone to
exploitation. The average
consumer might not be in a
position to know enough about
what they are buying. These
problems are particularly acute
with complicated products and
services, for example financial

services (e.g. different types of
mortgage, credit, etc.). There are
other cases, where by their
nature, there may be an
information gap. For instance,
consumers buy professional
services (e.g. legal advice or
accountancy) precisely because
they lack the expertise in these
matters. The same is true of car
servicing or plumbing. Since
these asymmetries are in the
nature of the transaction to some
extent, it is important for public
policy to establish consumer
rights and consumer redress
opportunities, to deal with rogue
traders and rogue practices, and
to encourage industries to come
up with codes of practice and

other forms of self-regulation.

Perfection is unattainable, but
it is important to try to
ameliorate market failures so that
they are not more acute than
they need to be. It would be
wrong to say that because market
failures are out there, regulate
everything that moves.
Regulators who may think they

are making the world a better
place, might not if they do not
understand the commercial
realities or lack the resources to
fulfil their role adequately. There
is also potential vulnerability to
'regulatory capture' by vested
interests. Such regulatory failure
is counterproductive for
consumers. Additionally, if
business thinks every venture will
be regulated the moment it is a
success, then the incentive to do
things that are successful will be
blunted, also undermining
incentives to invest and to
innovate. A robust regime
focuses on the problem areas,
while retaining a sensible 5
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attitude to the business
environment. If there is a
failure to do so, the ultimate
loser is the consumer.

CONSUMER POLICIES

Having outlined the
economic principles, I will now
discuss in turn consumer
protection policy and
competition policy. The role of
the OFT is not only to enforce
consumer rights against traders
who might seek to violate them,
but also to make consumers
aware of their rights so that the
system can be more self-
regulating. This requires
consumer power in the sense of
the power of confident choice.
The importance of choice to
consumers is that they are in a
much stronger position when
there are a number of firms in
vigorous rivalry to sell their
products and services to them.
Consumers being confident in
making choices relates to the
information problems already
discussed. In summary,
consumers can be more
comfortable in their choices
where they are reasonably
knowledgeable about the
product or service, or where
there is a brand name they can
reasonably trust, and where
there is an industry code of
practice. A world where policy
simply said 'buyer beware'
would not be satisfactory or
realistic because the scope for
exploitation is just too great,
particularly when there are
information gaps or when
competition is not as vigorous
as it might be. The case for
laws giving adequate consumer
rights cannot be overstated.

Alongside consumer rights, it
is important that public policy
actively combats unfair trading

practices. For instance, with a
small print trap, even if the
individual consumer was aware
of it, it is often very difficult for
them to tackle it themselves, so
it is up to the public authorities.
The OFT has powers to deal
with unfair practices and rogue
traders. In the credit market for
example, businesses with rogue
trading practices can have their
consumer credit licence
revoked by the OFT, which
drives them out of the market.

CONSUMER PROBLEM:
FITTED KITCHENS/
BATHROOMS

A recent problem the OFT
has resolved was concerned
with fitted kitchens and
bathrooms, where the problem
was with full payment in
advance. To buy a fitted
kitchen/bathroom, the
consumer has to pay up front
because it is difficult for
suppliers if they fit the
kitchen/bathroom and then the
consumer cannot pay.
However, this means that if the
supplier does an unsatisfactory
job, it can be hard for the
consumer to get redress. In
essence, the OFT felt what was
needed was an honest broker. A
solution was agreed with two of
the largest suppliers MFI and
B&Q which involves an
independent a trade body,
Qualitas, providing a dispute
resolution service. Qualitas
holds back 20 per cent of
payment until the dispute is
resolved. This sensible
commercial arrangement
rectifies an imbalance that was
causing quite a lot of consumer
detriment judging by
complaints received by the
Office.

COMPETITION POLICIES

In the UK, the main
competition legislation is found
in the Fair Trading Act 1973
(FTA) and the Competition
Act 1998 (CA98). (Other
legislation such as sector
specific rules is not dealt with
here). UK competition law also
has an EU dimension. The
FTA involves the OFT, the
Competition Commission, and
the Secretary of State for Trade
and Industry. Under CA98,
responsibilities principally lie
with the OFT, while the
sectoral regulators have
concurrent powers and the
Competition Commission
undertakes the appeal tribunal
function.

The FTA established the
Office of Director General and
permits him to appoint the staff
which comprise the OFT. It
contains the merger control
provisions, which are essentially
the same now as they were
then, although the last decade
has seen the introduction of
European Community Merger
Regulation (ECMR). This
means that large international
mergers now tend to be dealt
with in Brussels rather than in
the UK, although there are
exceptions. The FTA also
covers (so-called complex and
scale) monopoly references.
Again, these are not generally
the pure monopoly case, but
may be an oligopoly situation,
where a few firms dominate the
market. Last year's Competition
Commission inquiry into
supermarkets was following a
'complex monopoly' reference.
Another example under
investigation by the
Competition Commission at
the time of writing, is the
question of banks and their
dealings with small businesses.6
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AGREEMENTS AND
ABUSE OF DOMINANCE

While the FTA is valuable for
a number of purposes, it was
found to be inadequate and
lacking in deterrent effects on
some fronts. This led in 1998 to
the passing of the new
Competition Act. This key new
piece of legislation came into
force on 1st March 2000 and is
modelled on European
competition law provisions.With
CA98, UK competition policy
has become much more potent
than before. The OFT has far
greater powers to identify and
pursue suspected competition
problems in markets and to do
so entirely independently of
Ministers. CA98 has two
prohibitions: it prohibits anti-
competitive agreements and
abuse of a dominant market
position.

CA98 prohibits agreements
between firms that prevent,
restrict or distort competition in
the UK (or part thereof).
Agreements may be written or
spoken and need not necessarily
be legally binding. Agreements
between firms are not in
themselves anti-competitive. An
agreement only contravenes
CA98 if it appreciably harms
competition. Examples of anti-
competitive agreements include
those that fix prices or other
trading conditions, restrict
production, or share markets or
sources of supply.

CA98 also outlaws conduct by
one or more firms which
amounts to the abuse of a
dominant position, in a market
in the United Kingdom (or part
thereof). A firm does not break
the law by holding a dominant
position, only if it abuses its
market power. Examples of

abuse of dominance include
practices that discriminate
between trading parties or
impose other unfair trading
conditions.

If anti-competitive conduct is
proven, the OFT can impose a
financial penalty - fining up to
10 per cent of the firm's UK
turnover in the market
concerned for each year of the
infringement up to a maximum
of 3 years. Previously, no
financial penalties were available
and the OFT could only ask a
firm to cease its anti-competitive
conduct or refer it to the
Monopolies and Mergers
Commission (MMC, now
Competition Commission).
CA98 permits firms to appeal

decisions and penalties to the
Competition Commission.
However, the prospect of a hefty
fine and the associated bad
publicity may lead firms to cease
many anti-competitive practices
and, just as importantly, deter
others who were contemplating
anti-competitive conduct.

MERGER CONTROL

Merger control is concerned
with maintaining competitive
market structures. It prevents or
modifies mergers that might
operate against the public
interest, particularly those that
are likely to lead to anti-
competitive behaviour.
CA98 and FTA 97
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monopoly provisions,
meanwhile, address existing
suspected anti-competitive
conduct. Unlike CA98, the
mergers process does involve
the Secretary of State for Trade
and Industry, although the
Government plans to legislate
to remove him from the process
(save for exceptional cases, e.g.
where national security is a
factor).

While most large international
mergers are assessed at EU
level under the ECMR, those
that fall to the UK are regulated
by the Fair Trading Act 1973.
Under the FTA, the Director
General of Fair Trading has a
duty to monitor business
transactions that may result (or
may already have
resulted) in the
merger of two or
more separate
enterprises. He
advises the
Secretary of State
for Trade and
Industry what
mergers should be
referred to the
Competition
Commission for detailed
examination. The Director
General of Fair Trading
recommends referral when a
merger might substantially
lessen competition and where
either the worldwide assets
acquired are more than 
£70 million or where a 
25 percent share of the supply
of any goods or services is
created or increased in the UK
or a substantial part of it. The
Secretary of State accepts the
OFT advice on referral to the
Competition Commission in all
but exceptional circumstances.
The Competition Commission

considers whether a merger
operates against the public
interest. In other words,
whether it leads to a substantial
lessening of competition.

The Competition
Commission reports back to the
Secretary of State. If it clears a
merger the Secretary of State
has to accept that finding.
Where the Competition
Commission concludes a
merger operates against the
public interest, or is likely to do
so, it normally recommends
remedies to the Secretary of
State to counter the anti-
competitive effects. Remedies
can be behavioural or
structural. The former means
the merged firm gives

assurances about its behaviour
that negate potential anti-
competitive effects. The latter
imposes changes to the
structure of the merged firm,
such as divestment of assets,
shares or interests already
acquired through the merger.
The Director General of Fair
Trading also advises the
Secretary of State on remedies
and may put forward
alternatives to those identified
by the Competition
Commission. The Secretary of
State then decides what
remedies to impose and may
even choose ones different to

those recommended. It is
unusual for the Secretary of
State to allow a merger to
proceed unconditionally
following an adverse report by
the Competition Commission.

MERGER CASE:
INTERBREW/BASS

A recent merger case that
provides a good illustration of
many of the issues is that of
Interbrew/Bass. The beer
market has a small number of
major brewers and wholesalers
and has a history of
Government intervention.
Vertical integration used to be
the major competition concern
as the large brewers with their

large pub estates were
able to dampen
competition from
smaller rivals. Following
a monopoly reference
MMC case in the late
1980s, the national
brewers have disposed of
thousands of pubs and
some brewers have
exited brewing
altogether. The main

competition concerns now
appear to lie in increasing
concentration in brewing and
on-trade distribution.

In May 2000, the Belgian
brewer Interbrew acquired the
brewing interests of Whitbread.
Since most of Whitbread's sales
consisted of Interbrew's Stella
Artois brewed under licence,
this merger did not raise
significant competition
concerns and was cleared.

In June 2000, Interbrew
announced its intention to
acquire the brewing interests of
Bass, which it did in August
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2000 for £2.3 billion. The
merger was initially an ECMR
case, but because the
competition concerns were
mainly in the UK market, the
Secretary of State was successful
in having it referred back to the
UK. Stephen Byers subsequently
referred the merger to the
Competition Commission

following the recommendation of
the Director General of Fair
Trading.

The Competition Commission
assessed the effect of the merger
on the supply of beer and on-
trade beer wholesaling (i.e. beer
brewing and distribution to
licenced premises) in Great
Britain. The merger gave
Interbrew market shares of 38

per cent of brewing and 33 per
cent of on-trade wholesaling.
Interbrew and Scottish &
Newcastle would together have
around 60 per cent of both
brewing and on-trade
wholesaling, together with strong
portfolios of leading brands.

Potential competition from
new entrants is an
important factor to
analyse and was limited
in this case by barriers
to entry. In brewing,
economies of scale in
production and
marketing are
important and mean
that entering the
market on an efficient
scale incurs large sunk
fixed costs that cannot
be recovered upon exit.
Wholesale and
distribution also has
large sunk fixed costs
and economies of scale
are again very
important. Many
smaller brewers are
thus reliant on larger
brewers for access to
many retailers because
it is not cost effective
for them to make small
deliveries by other
means. The large
brewers can control
access to parts of the
market and can
discriminate against

brands that compete directly
with their leading brands,
resulting in higher prices and
less choice.

In January 2001 the
Competition Commission report
and Secretary of State's decision
were published. The merger was
found to be against the public
interest and Interbrew was
ordered to divest itself of the UK

brewing interests of Bass
Brewers. Interbrew has sought
judicial review of some aspects
of the decision.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

If the OFT is to help markets
to work well both now and in the
future then we need to keep on
top of events and likely future
developments that may
contribute to consumer and
competition problems.

E-commerce is a whole new
avenue, a new challenge for
business, with both B2B
(business to business) and B2C
(business to consumer) trading.
It offers a new channel for
marketing and distribution. It
potentially changes markets
through lower search and
switching costs, reduced
importance of geographical
location, and changing the scope
for price discrimination.
Developments in e-commerce
are subject to a high degree of
innovation and uncertainty, so
there is a need for competition
authorities around the world to
tread carefully in regulating these
markets. They can monitor
developments and protect
consumers by doing such things
as seeking out misleading
internet advertising. The
possibility for collusion between
suppliers through B2B
exchanges in wholesale markets
must be guarded against. The
whole so-called new economy
paradigm raises familiar issues in
new contexts, meaning the
existing analytical tools remain
valid. The new economy will
mean greater competitive forces
in some markets, but it will also
present new market power
problems to address, 9
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particularly as innovative
technologies move towards
establishing network standards.

While this article has
concentrated on the generic
economic issues and the role of
the UK authorities, it is
important to also look at the
international perspective. This
article has touched upon the
relationship between European
competition law enforced by the
European Commission and UK
competition legislation. Also,
measures such as the Unfair
Terms in Consumer Contracts
regulations stem from European
Directives.

Constantly, we witness how
technology is making the world
a smaller place, how
internationalisation is bringing
greater competition to bear on
domestic markets, and how new
markets are opening up, for

example following
deregulation and
liberalisation. This
provides a greater
role for competition
policy to ensure
effective competition
is maintained. The
role of national
authorities in relation
to the EU is
evolving. In
competition law,
what we are seeing is
internationalisation
but without
centralisation.
Indeed, proposals to
modify European
competition law, if
anything, give more
in the role of
national authorities
rather than less. It is
a question of
spreading out the
work where it can

most effectively be done. Both
nationally and internationally,
the role of policy is to tackle the
market failures and in so doing
to align the interests of
producers with those of
consumers. The legal
framework strives to ensure that
effective competition is
maintained in all markets and
that consumers are protected,
and can protect themselves,
from bad trading practices. The
protection of consumers and
the promotion of effective
competition are not
independent, but go hand in
hand.

John Vickers has been Director of
Fair Trading since 1 October
2000. Before that he spent 21/2
years as Chief Economist at the
Bank of England, and was a
member of the Monetary Policy
Committee. Most of his career

has been spent teaching
economics at Oxford University,
where he was made the
Drummond Professor of Political
Economy in 1991. He has
published widely on privatisation,
regulation and competition. He is a
fellow of the British Academy, the
Econometric Society and All Souls
College, Oxford.

FURTHER INFORMATION

For further information on
the work of the OFT, including
cases described in this article,
see http://www.oft.gov.uk.
In particular, readers may find
useful the 2000 Annual Report
of the Director General of Fair
Trading available at
http://www.oft.gov.uk/html/
ar2000/index.html.

Other useful websites include:
Department of Trade and
Industry: www.dti.gov.uk

Competition Commission:
www.competition-commission.gov.uk

European Commission:
www.europa.eu.int/comm/competition/
index_en.html
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INTRODUCTION

The publication of the 'New
Deal' White Paper on Transport
Policy in July 1998 seemingly
heralded the beginnings of a
fundamentally new approach to
transport problems and issues in
the UK. Central to its strategy
was the development of an
integrated transport policy, with a
strong commitment to do this
within the context of an
environmentally sustainable
transport system.

This approach, and its
constituent parts, were consistent
with previously published reports
from the Royal Commission on
Environmental Pollution
(RCEP). Transport is an issue on
which governments 'run scared',
and three years on, the reality is
that there are now very serious
questions to be asked as to
whether the Government remains
committed to its previously stated
objectives.

Transport is essential for all of
us in pursuit of our daily lives.
Virtually all readers of this
journal are car owners; that is the
root of the problem we face. Any
moves towards getting us out of
our cars and on to other modes
of transport will be
enthusiastically supported ...
unless it requires us to alter our
own and our family's means of
getting around! Before
proceeding, look at the box above
right and answer the questions,
ticking where appropriate.

WHAT IS
SUSTAINABILITY?

The concept of sustainability is
not in itself new. It has, for
example, been widely applied in
the context of electricity
generation, tourism, architecture
and agriculture, and involves

'Meeting the needs of the present
without compromising the ability of
future generations to meet their own
needs'.

(Brandtland Report, 1987)

Its application to transport
policy, however, is relatively new

and involves reducing the future
demand (or at the worst, the rate
of increase in demand) for
transport. All power-driven forms
of transport involve a net use of
scarce energy resources. So, a
policy which aims to reduce
transport demand is more
sustainable than one which
simply allows that demand to
increase ad infinitum.

Unlike the USA, the
Government is firmly committed
to reducing CO2 emissions below
the levels agreed at the Kyoto
Summit. A more 11

A Sustainable Transport Policy
- Alive and Kicking 
or Dead and Buried?

Colin 

Bamford

1. How many cars do you own or have available?
A. None ❑
B. One ❑
C. Two or more ❑
D. None, if my teenage children are using it

2. Are you, or other members of your family, regular users of 
buses or trains?

You Your Family
A. Yes ❑ ❑
B. No ❑ ❑
C. Only when we have to ❑ ❑
D. What is a bus?

3. Do you regularly walk or cycle to work, to school or to shops?

You Your Family
A. Yes ❑ ❑
B. No ❑ ❑
C. Occasionally ❑ ❑
D. You cannot be serious!

Three or more As and you are going about your lives in the way
the Government would prefer. Fewer than 3 As - there is scope
for your transport demands to become more sustainable.
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sustainable transport policy is
fundamental to achieving this
objective through:

● improved fuel efficiency

● a modal shift of demand and
supply to more sustainable 
transport modes

● new fiscal measures that 
make fuel more expensive 
and which tax more 
heavily those vehicles 
which are heavy users of fuel

● promoting research, and 
developing more 
environmentally acceptable 
types of fuel.

Chapter 2 of the New Deal
White Paper was entirely
concerned with sustainability.
Its seventy-one paragraphs put
forward a very convincing case
for a sustainable transport
policy .... and an equally
convincing case as to why
'more of the same' was not an
option on the Government's
agenda.

This commitment was
backed up by the subsequent
publication of three further
specialist consultation
documents. These covered
sustainable distribution, the
potential for better public
transport systems, and the
scope for road user charges as a
means of reducing congestion.

A NEW DEAL FOR
TRANSPORT - BETTER
FOR EVERYONE

The New Deal White Paper
gave notice that various policies
and structures would be put in
place to meet the sustainability
commitment, whilst improving
transport integration. A
summary follows, for each of
the main modes.

Overall, this is an impressive
shopping list that consistently
aims to promote more
sustainable outcomes. The
scope for better local planning

was also recognised in the
powers given to local author-
ities to further control land use
and reduce the environmental
impact of road traffic.

Car Drivers - increased taxes of around £1bn by 2005
- user charges (road pricing) to enter 

certain congested cities
- levies on workplace parking, again in 

certain congested cities
- access charges to certain popular tourist 

areas such as the Peak National Park and 
parts of the Lake District

- pilot motorway charging schemes
- direct hypothecation of these increased 

charges to fund new public transport 
projects 

Significantly, this was the first time that  direct hypothecation had
been proposed.

Public Transport - £300m  of  new  public investment to 
kick start private sector investment in 
light rail and other innovative systems

- better local planning to provide more bus 
lanes and bus priority schemes

- Quality Partnerships between transport 
operators and local authorities to aid 
integration

- a national half price fares scheme for 
concessionary travellers

Railways - £300m of new investment from the 
public sector

- a new Strategic Rail Authority to ensure 
an improvement in standards and to plan 
the future development of the rail network

- possible tax relief for employers who 
encourage workers to switch from road 
to rail transport for journeys to work and 
business trips

Freight Transport - allow heavier lorries with 6 axles (41 tonnes
from 1999, subsequently increased to 
44 tonnes in 2001)

- encourage a greater use of rail
- spread good practice to improve energy and

operational efficiency
- develop Quality Partnerships

Pedestrians, - provide better facilities in towns and cities 
Cyclists through the School Travel Advisory Group,

- get more children to walk or cycle to school
- recruit more 'lollipop persons' and give 

them more powers



Finally, public and private
sector employers were expected
to product 'green' transport
plans, consistent with the White
Paper's sustainability principles.
So, in terms of its content and
published intentions, few would
deny that it was a very radical
document. Few would really
dispute its content too. In this
respect, it was revolutionary and
represented the views of most
frustrated transport users.

Economics holds the key to the
policy's success, at least in the short
term.

The reason for making this
bold statement is that
underpinning the White Paper's
sustainability objective is the
need to make the social costs of
transport equal to the private
costs. As the RCEP has made
clear, for road transport this is
not the case, despite the
vehement protests of the 'Road
Lobby' to the contrary. The
scale of the divergence is subject
to debate amongst economists -
a deadweight loss of around 20%
of total private costs for car
users would seem to be a middle
estimate.

The price of fuel and the rate
of Vehicle Excise Duty (VED)
are two key devices that the
Chancellor of the Exchequer can
use to assist the realisation of a
more sustainable transport
policy. The Fuel Escalator, which
was introduced in 1993 by the
Conservative government,
pledged an increase in the real
price of petrol and diesel,

initially at 3% above the rate of
inflation. This was increased to
5% in December 1993 and to
6% in December 1998. On the
surface this was consistent with
the agreed reduction in CO2
emissions. More subtle was the
point that, due to fluctuations in
oil prices on the world market,
petrol prices in the early 1990s

were significantly lower in real
terms than at any stage since
1978. The Escalator was
therefore also a means of
propping up tax revenue.

VED is an annual charge that
has to be paid by all vehicles
using the public highway.
Historically it has been set at a
flat rate for private cars and at a
variable rate for commercial
vehicles, depending upon their
weight and axle configuration.
So, for motorists, the owner of a
petrol-guzzling Porsche paid
exactly the same amount as the
owner of a fuel-efficient Nissan
Micra.

The White Paper recognised,
however, that a more sustainable
outcome would be to vary the
rate of VED depending upon the
cubic capacity of a vehicle's
engine. For commercial vehicles,
those with the lowest axle
loadings (for example, 38 tonne
articulated vehicles with 6 axles)
should pay less duty than the

same weight of vehicle operating
on 5 axles. Again, a sustainable
outcome.

The main opportunity for
bringing social costs into line
with private costs, however, is
through the introduction of user
charges. In this way a classic
problem of market failure
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is being addressed through an
additional indirect or green tax.
To some economists (and to
those who have to pay it) this is
wrongly seen as a deterrent - it
may reduce traffic volume but it
is really no more than an
appropriate means of correcting
market failure. So, along with
further charges to company car
taxation, the application of
economic principles has a very
important bearing on achieving
a more sustainable transport
policy.

SO, WHERE AND WHY
HAVE THINGS GONE
WRONG?

Three main reasons can be
identified. These are:

● the price of fuel, which 
rocketed on world markets 
shortly after the White 
Paper's publication

● increasing opposition to the 
much-publicised ‘no more 
major new roads’ statement 
in the New Deal White 
Paper and the problem of 
providing realistic yet 
attractive alternatives for 
motorists

● increasing concerns over the 
efficiency of rail transport 
and its safety for passengers.

During 1999 and 2000, the
retail price of unleaded petrol
increased by over a third,
reaching a peak of at least 83p
per litre in July 2000. The main
cause of this was not so much
the effect of the Escalator, but
changing world market
conditions which saw the price
of crude oil rise to almost $36
per barrel, its highest since the
Arab-Israeli War of 1974. In
short, OPEC cut the supply of
oil at a time of high, rising
demand. The consequence,
therefore, was an increase in
price - simply a case of supply
and demand at work. The
depreciation of the £ against
the $US aggravated this
situation.

The first protests came from
the road haulage and
distribution industry in two
forms. First, there were much-
publicised cases of companies
(Eddie Stobart for example)
threatening to 'flag out' their
vehicles across the Channel to
take advantage of lower fuel
costs and lower annual road
charges.

These were accompanied by
more substantial complaints
over the ways in which non-UK
EU hauliers were obtaining new
business in the UK as a result
of their vehicles being fitted
with supplementary petrol tanks
which allowed them to carry
vast amounts of cheap diesel
fuel. Secondly, road hauliers
organised mass protests against
fuel prices. They carried out
blockades in central London
and go-slows on major
motorways to bring their plight
to the attention of voters.

Even more telling were the
protests organised by the
People's Fuel Lobby and other
groups. In an unprecedented
move to get the Government to
listen to the people,
demonstrators blocked oil
refineries, resulting in filling
station closures and the
dislocation of supplies in the

food supply chain. This revolt
in September and October
brought parts of the UK close
to paralysis and put the price of
fuel in a high-ranking position
on the political agenda.

The People's Fuel Lobby and
industry bodies like the Freight14
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Transport Association wanted to
see massive cuts in duty. The
latter, for example, estimated
that a 15p reduction in the tax
on diesel fuel was required to
bring the UK in line with other
EU members. Their concern,
and that of their members, was
over the extent to which UK
hauliers were losing
competitiveness relative to those
elsewhere in the EU and the

longer term problems being
experienced by many firms
struggling to survive the
pressures of high fuel prices.

Modal switching, from the
private car to bus or rail, is
necessary if the ever-increasing
demand for private transport is
to be checked. This is fine in
theory, yet very difficult to
achieve in practice. The dilemma
is that most motorists will switch
from their cars only if a realistic
alternative is available.

This alternative needs to be
efficient, clean and attractive as
well as cost and time
competitive. Sadly, most public
transport systems in the UK

cannot meet these prerequisites.
Herein lies the problem:
motorists will continue to use
their cars until such a system is
available.With increasing
congestion, and the lack of an
effective public transport system,
the pressure on government has
been to step back from its 'no
more major roads' policy and to
revert to former policies that
have sought to relieve certain

aspects of congestion through
new, appropriate infrastructure.
Middle England, the home of
the so-called Mondeo Man, still
takes this view and remains
unconvinced by arguments to
the contrary.

On the issue of rail
privatisation, there have been
some positives such as the
increased investment from the
private sector and the
spectacular growth in rail freight
use since 1996. Equally, there
have been negatives. The
performance of the train
operating companies,
particularly in terms of
punctuality, deteriorated in
2000, raising ever-increasing

criticism from users and the
Government. The crisis over rail
safety, highlighted by the
Hatfield disaster in October
2000 and subsequent revelations
about the inadequacy of
Railtrack's maintenance
programme, threw the whole
network in chaos. Public
confidence in rail travel was
badly shaken and passenger
loadings and freight traffic were
adversely affected by the
widespread disruption.

THE POLITICS OF
TRANSPORT

So, on three fronts (fuel
prices, roads and the railways)
the Government faced serious
outside threats to its plans from
groups of organised protestors.
It was very obvious that the
honeymoon was over and that
transport matters had central
place in the political arena, for
the time being at least.

The political response has
involved:

● the publication in July 2000 
of a new 10-year transport 
plan. This contains details of 
the biggest investment in 
new roads and motorway-
widening projects since the 
early 1980s. In fairness, it 
also contains major public 
sector capital for rail and 
light rail transit development.

● A U-turn on fuel prices. The 
Escalator was abandoned in 
November 2000, when a 2p 
per litre fuel tax cut was also 
announced. A further 2p cut 
in the March 2001 Budget 
was made for a short term 
period pending low sulphur 
petrol becoming more 
widely available. Again, 15
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in fairness, the Budget 
reduced VED on all cars of 
1200cc and below from 
2002, with even lower rates 
on new environmentally-
friendly vehicles from March
2002. The VED on the most 
environmentally acceptable 
lorries was also reduced. The
outcome, according to the 
Chancellor, would be to 
reduce CO2 emissions of 1m
tonnes by 2010.

CONCLUSION

Is a sustainable transport
policy still 'alive and kicking' or
should we conclude that it is
really 'dead and buried'?  To an
extent, the evidence is
confusing and conflicting, with
high-profile events and
announcements sometimes
masking the underlying
continued commitment towards
more sustainable outcomes for
our transport network. If this
evaluative review were to take
the form of an end of term
report, then it might well read:

● Early promise not yet 
realised

● Tries hard but could do 
more

● Too easily influenced by peer
pressure

● Too easily distracted by other
concerns

● Must give much more 
thought as to where to go 
from here

To use a legal analogy, the
jury is still out.We will have to
wait a little longer before
reaching a final verdict.

CLASSROOM TOPICS

1. (a) Using the Internet,
obtain information on:

The world price of crude
oil since 1999

The retail price of 
refined petrol and diesel 
in the UK since 1999

(b) What relationship can 
you see in the data?

2. Use supply and demand 
diagrams to explain:

(a) The increase in the 
world price of crude oil 
since 1999

(b) The effect of an increase 
in fuel tax on the market 
for petrol in the UK

3. Make a travel diary of your 
own transport demands and 
those of other members of 
your family over a period of 
a week. Use this information
to suggest ways in which 
these demands could be met 
in a more sustainable way.

Prof Colin Bamford
Head of Department of Transport
and Logistics, University of
Huddersfield
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FOREWORD

In his conference address, Dr
Paul Salveson looked at the main
issues that have to be addressed
if rail services in the north of
England are to improve.

He spoke in his capacity as the
Director of TR&IN (Transport
and Information Network) based
in Huddersfield. In November
2000, TR&IN produced a report
A Better Railway for the North .
This was made available to all
parties involved in proposals to
improve public transport
provision in the north of
England.

The report is
comprehensive. In
addition to making
specific proposals for
improving rail transport
in the north of England,
A Better Railway for the
North addresses the
question of what
components of a rail
service combine to
determine whether it is
'good quality' or 'poor
quality'.

The article below draws
on, and embellishes, the section
of Dr  Salveson's report that
deals with quality of service. It
has been prepared by Robert
Wilson, who alone is responsible
for any errors or infelicities.

THE PRODUCT

A rail service is a product; a
complex product, but a product
nevertheless. As such, like any

other product it has certain
characteristics that define it and
which also either attract or repel
potential customers. Like many
other products, it faces
competition to a greater or lesser
degree.

Within the north of England
(see accompanying map)
competition for carrying people
comes mainly from private
motor cars, but also from buses
and coaches.Within the UK as a
whole, passenger train operators
also face competition from

airlines on longhaul routes
between major centres of
population eg London to
Glasgow, Manchester to
Aberdeen.

With freight, rail companies
face intense competition from
lorries. The more that the
motorway network is 
developed, the greater the
competition from lorries
becomes.

If rail passenger services are to
compete successfully, they have
to be 'good quality'. But what
aspects of a rail passenger
service add quality?

CHARACTERISTICS OF
PASSENGER RAIL TRAVEL

For the traveller, a rail journey
is an amalgam of experiences. A
serious challenge for railway
operators is that passengers tend
to view a train journey to be
only as good as its worst aspect.

So, all of the experience
has to be good.

All passenger train
operators have to
decide on the nature of
the service they will
provide, and their
efforts can be evaluated
with reference to
performance indicators.
These PIs include:

FREQUENCY

'When's the next one?'
is a vital question for
someone who has just

missed their intended train.
However, there may not be
anyone official there to ask, nor a
timetable to hand on which to
practise one's data interpretation
skills. Nevertheless, the answer
can be critical to a potential
customer's perception of the
quality of the rail service.

Rail service frequency can be
measured in terms of the
number of trains per day 17
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and also the number of trains
per hour.

The figure for trains per day
can be misleading. 'Each day,
fifty trains go from here to York'
sounds like a fairly good
service, but the distribution
may be heavily skewed towards
peak times, with very few trains
at other times of day.

So, an important statistic in
measuring quality is the
minimum frequency: How
many trains are there per hour
when the service is at its least
frequent? The answer may be
'None': between the hours of
10pm and 7am, for example. It
would be hard to describe such
a service as 'good'.

Key factors in determining
the quality of a service,
therefore, are not only the
maximum (or best) frequency,
which is a vital consideration in
city and suburban 'rush hours',
but also the minimum (or
worst) frequency. Clearly, not
all routes justify the same
minimum frequency, but there
needs to be a consensus on
what the minimum frequency

ought to be before a service is
considered 'good'. After all,
rail's main competitor (the
private motor car) is usually
there when you want it, and no
waiting is involved.

PUNCTUALITY

When a railway is working
well, the timetable becomes
more than a statement of intent
or an expression of hope. It
becomes a commitment on

which people can rely. To be
considered 'good', a railway
train operator needs to ensure
that a high proportion of its
trains reach their destinations,
both final and intermediate, at a
time very close to their
scheduled time. This is not
altogether in the control of UK
train operators, who do not
own either the track or the
signalling, and who cannot
control the weather and other
factors related to weather eg
wet leaves on the line, floods
and landslips.

RELIABILITY

This relates to whether or not
a scheduled service actually
runs. A good railway service is
one for which a cancellation or
modification of a service (eg
ending short of its usual
destination) is a rare
occurrence. Two main factors
influence reliability: the quality
of the rolling stock (particularly
the motive power), and the
availability of drivers and other
crew. Currently, there are large
discrepancies in performance in
this regard between one train
operator and another.18
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AVAILABILITY

Availability relates to three
questions. The first is 'On what
days does the service run?' This
question can be very important.
Estate agents have been known
to advertise houses as being in a
village 'with a regular bus
service'. It is then left to
potential housebuyers to
discover that the regular service
consists of one bus per
week, on market day.
Such a service is
certainly regular, but it
is not frequent.

It is not unknown for
a rail service, or for a
service to a particular
station on a route, to be
'Monday to Saturday
only. No Sunday
service'. Such provision
is unlikely to tempt
weekend trippers out of
their cars and onto rail,
and sits uncomfortably
alongside the many
tempting weekend
offers from hotels
looking to boost
weekend tourist trade.
The tourist trade would
certainly not consider
such a level of service as
'good'.

Availability also relates to
questions such as 'When's the
first train to Carlisle?' and
'When's the last train back?' A
good quality rail service enables
an out-of-towner not only to
travel into town for an evening
concert or cinema visit, but also
to return home afterwards.You
might like to check, via
Railtrack's website, to see if
current rail services can deliver a
Saturday night out in, say, Leeds
for someone living in, say,
nearby Ilkley  or Skipton or
Settle (see the map). Many rail
services in and around UK cities

currently do not meet this kind
of requirement.

A good quality rail service also
allows day visitors to spend at
least five or six hours at their
intended destination. How well
served is Blackpool in this regard
for would-be day trippers by rail
from, say, Huddersfield or
Halifax, or Settle? After all,
Blackpool does not look all that

far away on a map. And how
long, under current timetables,
can someone from, say,
Scunthorpe spend in
Scarborough on a Saturday or
on a Sunday if travelling there
by train? Again, you might like
to check these journeys.

It may indeed be possible to
spend five hours in Blackpool,
but at what price? Part of the
overall price paid relates to the
opportunity cost of time. Time is
a scarce resource on which
people place a value. Many
people value time in bed, for
example, and particularly in the
morning. If the price of having

five hours in Blackpool is an
absurdly early start because
there is a 2-hour gap in service
after the first early train of the
day, then some people will
consider it to be a price not
worth paying, and their custom
switches from rail to their car.

So, the times for first and last
trains are a critical element of
the quality of service provided.

TOTAL JOURNEY TIME

Another key factor in
determining quality of service is
total journey time. If the price of
having five hours in Blackpool or
Scarborough is six hours of
journeying, when it would take
half that time to travel by car,
then rational consumers who
place a value on time will choose
to go by car.

Total Journey Time consists of
two elements: time 'on the move'
and time 'not on the move'.

When a passenger is 'on
the move' then the speed
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at which the train is able to
travel is vital. However, Total
Journey time is also affected by
the amount of time when a
would-be traveller is en route
but not moving.

For a train 'on the move', its
speed is determined by three
main factors: the type of train,
the condition of the track and
signalling, and the capacity of
the route.

Not all trains have the same
top speed; some are designed to
travel much faster than others.
Having high speed potential is
of little use or value, however, if
other considerations
prevent it. All trains
have to slow down in
areas where track is in
poor condition or is
being repaired. Also,
all trains can lose time
by having to run
continually on
crowded lines where
signals are seemingly
for ever 'amber' on
approach (caution ie
the next signal is at
red) because of other
trains in front. In the
UK, there are several notorious
bottlenecks where trains queue
to make their way through
unless every service runs
precisely to time. Only a
massive investment programme
to build new tracks, to
modernise signalling, and to
improve train control systems
will alleviate that particular
problem in an era when
travelling by train is being
promoted.

Trains can also be slowed to a
crawl because the station ahead
lacks platform capacity, so that
one train cannot enter until
another one leaves. This
problem is particularly acute at
interchange stations where
platform capacity was reduced

under track-rationalising
schemes at a time when
railways were in what was then
considered to be chronic
decline. In the north of
England, on the busy East
Coast route,York and
Doncaster in particular come to
mind (see the map).

Of course, a rail passenger is
not always 'on the move'. Trains
are expected to stop at stations,
and virtually all of them do
when required. Some services
have been speeded up because
modern technology has reduced
dramatically the amount of time

that a train needs to be in a
station. There is no coal or
water to be taken on, for one
thing, and fewer newspapers,
letters and parcels to be loaded.

Two-minute stops, even at
major stations, are a feature of
modern rail travel that older
citizens who were brought up in
a more leisurely railway world
of conscientious wheel-tappers
and ambling porters etc.
sometimes fail to appreciate,
judging by the numbers of
them who get carried away on
involuntary journeys. The days
of delaying the departure of a
train for the benefit of helping
aunty to get to her seat, simply
by holding the carriage door
open despite the curses of the

guard or station master, are
rapidly coming to an end, and
overall journey times are indeed
faster as a result.

There is a tension in service
provision between journey time
and access to trains. Express
trains become express not only
as a result of attaining high
speeds but also by limiting 
the number of intermediate
stops. This development
produces winners and losers.
There are frustrations for
would-be rail passengers living
in, say, Durham or
Northallerton and wanting to

go to York, but these
frustrations are not
shared by persons
living in Newcastle,
who on some trains
enjoy a direct, non-
stop service to York.

The concept of a
'rail centre' at which
express trains call
and into which
other trains feed is
now well established
in the UK. 'Change
at York', 'Change at
Preston' and

'Change at Crewe' are
instructions often heard at Rail
Ticket windows. Having to
change trains can be an irritant
that damages the overall quality
of service; it can extend total
journey time severely.

With most major lines
tending to run north/south, it is
the east/west traveller who tends
to bear the brunt of having to
make connections and having to
tolerate the lost time that
waiting for a connection
involves. It is instructive to
discover, for example, just what
proportion of the total travel
time for a rail journey from, say,
Halifax to Morecambe is spent
'on the move' and what
proportion is spent in 'waiting20
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for a connection' somewhere en
route. That is an exercise you
can do for yourself.

Total Journey Time is greatly
influenced by the approach that
railways and other public
transport providers take towards
honouring what look like
connections. Prior to
privatisation, there was a
national rail network run by one
operator, British Rail.With all
trains being run by the same
operator, the term
'connection' was
meaningful, even
if the connection
was sometimes
poor, with a
longish wait
involved. Trains
that were
designated as
'connecting trains'
would often be
held, if necessary,
and in the event
of someone
'missing their
connection' it was
not unknown for
British Rail to
supply a taxi,
particularly if the
missed
connection was
the last train of the day.

In short, there was an
understanding and expectation
that, having sold a passenger a
ticket that enabled someone to
take a journey from A to D via B
and C, the passenger would
usually be able to complete the
journey within the time indicated
by the national timetable.

The creation of more than 20
train operating companies under
the rail privatisation programme
changed the rules of the game.
Under the British Rail regime, a
journey from, say, Crewe to
Colne that involved changing at
Preston (see map) was under the

control of one operator. 'Change
at Preston' might have meant an
official 35-minute wait for a
train to Colne. It might also
mean, however, only a 10-
minute wait. In the case of an
official 10-minute wait,
passengers seldom found
themselves alighting from one
train just in time to see the rear
lights of the connecting train
disappear into the distance
simply because the northbound
express had arrived in Preston

eleven minutes late. In such
circumstances the official
connecting train would be 'held'.

Currently, watching the rear
lights of one's intended
connection fade into the distance
tends to be more commonplace.
This is because on a privatised
railway system with many train
operators, the operator of an
outgoing service has no legal
obligations towards intending
passengers who are on an
incoming train run by a different
operator. Indeed, the operator of
the outgoing train has to bear in
mind the penalties imposed by
Railtrack, the owners of the

track, on operators whose trains
run late. Fines for delay are one
powerful reason for a train to
leave on time even when the
driver possibly knows that a
further twenty passengers are
(or, rather, were) 'on the way'.

Missed connections are one of
the eventualities most likely to
have recent, sceptical converts to
rail travel scurrying back to their
cars. By adding so heavily to
Total Journey Time, they have a

severely adverse
impact on quality of
service and on
people's willingness
to travel by train.

Poor timetabling is
another destroyer of
quality. How often
does one leave a
railway station,
carrying a heavy
suitcase, just in time
to see the allegedly
'connecting bus
service' on its way
out of the
concourse, with the
next bus not due for
another hour?
Anything such as
this that causes total
travel time to be
extended is a severe

blow to the quality of the
experience and is likely to deter
custom.

ACCESSIBILITY

Access to trains has more than
one aspect. It is something that
is particularly important to
people who, for one reason or
another, have impaired mobility.
Access to trains is seldom a
problem for people who are
physically mobile, fit and do not
have any disability. It is often a
problem for people who are
elderly and frail, and for people
of any age who are 21
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disabled. In the UK, millions of
potential rail travellers come
into one or more of those
categories.

The quality of a rail service is
affected not only by experiences
during the journey but also by
the quality of the experience
before and after making the rail
journey. For most people, a
journey by train does not begin
and end by train. It involves
some form of transport from
the railhead, even if only
walking. Obvious questions that
cross the rail traveller's mind
include:

How close is the station to the
town or village that it ostensibly
serves?  

How close to the station can I
park, and at what cost?

Is a bus service to and from the
station linked to train times?

How difficult would it be to
obtain a taxi?

How safe is it to walk to and
from the station?

Is there anywhere secure to
leave a bicycle?

Having reached the station,
there remains the job of
boarding the train. How easy is
it to discover the platform from
which it departs? How easy is
to reach that platform? Does
reaching the platform involve
using a footbridge? Is the
underpass lit? How do I
discover where to stand if I
want Coach A? Where can I
shelter away from the wind and
rain? Dare I contemplate using
the toilets? How do I find out
whether or not the train is on
time? How do I know that the
train now approaching is 'my'
train, and not a previous one
running late? This station is
called a 'halt'. Do I have to
signal the train to stop, or will

my presence on the platform be
enough?  

For able-bodied people who
travel regularly, most of these
questions become non-
questions and non-problems,
but for everyone else they are
potentially daunting and can
make car travel seem attractive
by comparison.

CUSTOMER CARE

'Sometimes it is better to
travel than to arrive'. This is not
a motto that ought to appeal to
Blackpool hoteliers or
Bridlington landladies, but it
would be no bad thing for train
operators to try to make sure
that it was true of their service,
however desirable the final
destination.

Travellers' on-train
experiences are a vital part of
rail service quality, and on-
board staff have a vital role to
play in customer care. The
quality of a rail journey can be
transformed by rail staff that
one meets en route. Their key
attributes include competence,
friendliness, empathy and
visibility.

On-train experiences that
influence journey quality
include:

● the amount of leg room in 
seats

● the availability of a head rest

● the ease of access into seats

● ease of use of space for 
luggage

● ease of opening and closing 
internal doors

● audibility of on-train 
announcements

● accessibility of litter bins or 
bags

● proximity of toilets

● cleanliness of toilets

● conduct of fellow passengers

● attitude of conductor/guard

● availability of on-train 
catering

● quality and price of on-train 
catering

● attitude of customer care 
team

● functioning of air-
conditioning 

● degree of over-crowding

Train operators are aware of
these considerations. These days
most of them refer to train
travellers as 'customers' rather
than as 'passengers'. Like
airlines, they are becoming
increasingly fond of thanking
'customers' for 'choosing them'
rather than somebody or
something else as their mode of
travel.

For some people on some
journeys, choice does not come
into the reckoning. They do not
own a car, there is no bus
service, and no alternative train
operator. However, for most
people in the north of England,
except in the most remote rural
areas, there is an element of
competition and choice with
regard to mode of travel.

The challenge to the rail
network, not only in the north
of England but wherever there
is a rail service, is to improve
the quality of the rail experience
to the point where people
typically will be glad to leave
their cars behind. This will start
to happen only when all factors
that can contribute to 'a high
quality rail travel experience'
actually do so.

Dr Paul Salvesen
Director, Transport Research and
Information Network; 
Director, Association of
Community-Rail Partnerships.22
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One way for you to answer this question is to devise your performance indicators (PIs), and see which of them a
particular train service meets. Your task is to draw up a survey chart, and test a rail service. 

Set out below are eighteen possible PIs, covering three aspects of rail travel.

Obtaining a ticket At the station On the train 
Advance purchase facilities Easy parking Train on time
Timetable on internet Staffed station Acceptable toilets
Bookable seat Acceptable toilets Trolley service
Discount for students Waiting area (no smoking) Clear announcements *
Pay on train facility Clear announcements * Ban on mobile phones
Credit card payment facility Well lit platforms Ample leg room
* These announcements can be either visual (train indicator) or aural (loudspeaker) or both. 

DEVISE YOUR OWN SURVEY. Here is what do to.

1 Decide on the rail journey that you want to test out. It can be short haul, medium haul or long haul. Write the 
journey at the top of the survey eg Crewe - 
Stoke, Hove - Poole, York - Ayr.

2 Choose your own five key PIs for each of 
these three aspects of your selected rail 
journey. You can use some of the above, and 
you can also include others that are important 
to you but which are not listed above. In this 
way, you will devise a survey that reflects your 
own priorities for that rail journey. 

3 In each of the three aspects, list your five PIs 
in order of their importance to you, with the 
most important PI being at the top of your list. 

4 You now have your own survey chart. Use it to test your chosen train service. You can test it either by making 
the journey yourself or by quizzing passengers who have made the journey, as they leave the train. Put a ✓
against PIs that are met. Then count the number of  ✓ and give the journey a score. 

Further work

5 Compare your survey chart with those of other students. Did you choose the same PIs?

6 Think about why people choose different PIs. What is affecting their choices? Is it (i) age (ii) sex (iii) income 
(iv) length of journey (v) purpose of journey (vi) time of year? 

7 Does everyone have the same needs and wants on a rail journey? How difficult is it for a rail company to please 
all of its customers?

8 Consider making your survey more sophisticated. For example, you could give a weight to each PI, according to 
its importance to you, on a scale of 1 to 5. You could give a score to the PIs, using 0 to 5, based on how well 
the PI is met. These scores build up into an overall numerical award. 

eg   PI Weight     Score   Award Maximum %
Train on time 5 4 20 25 80
Trolley service 3 2 6 15 40
TOTAL 26 40 65

9 You could carry out the survey for the same rail journey on several different occasions. Which of your PI scores 
vary from one journey to another? Which are constant? What is the range of awards the service earns based on 
your PIs? Is the rail service consistent, fairly consistent, erratic?

10 As a group, you could quiz perhaps ten people, all of whom have made the same journey at the same time. Do 
they all have the same view on what makes a journey 'good' or 'bad'? 

11 Alternatively, as a group, you could all make the same journey, all using the same survey chart. It's a shared 
experience. Are your awards the same? Do you all share a common view on what is 'good'? 23

How good is your train service?



This is being released (by
permission) prior to publication in
November 2001 and is an
important NEW section of
chapter 10 of :- G.Johnson and
K.Scholes, Exploring Corporate
Strategy, 6th edition, FT/Prentice
Hall, 2002.The book is Europe's
best selling strategy text with sales
of 500000 since first publication.

In the early 21st century
knowledge creation and
information management are
issues at the front of managers'
minds as the potential source of
improved competitiveness.
Within this wider agenda
considerations have naturally
focused on IT and the extent to
which it can transform
competitiveness. But therein lies
a danger.

IT and information systems
start to take on a purpose of
their own - disconnected from
the organisation's strategies.

From a strategic point of
view the issue is the extent to
which improvements in
information processing
capability (through IT and
information systems) can
improve and assist the way in
which knowledge is created and
shared both within and around
an organisation. However, not
all of this knowledge will be
captured in systems. Indeed the
tacit knowledge embedded in
organisations is difficult to
capture yet is usually the basis

on which competitive advantage
is built. This article will look at
three main connections
between information, IT
developments and strategy.
They are shown in Figure 1.

● Information and strategic 
capability - particularly the 
impact of IT and 
information systems 
developments on core 
competences 

● Information and changing 
business models within and 
across industries and sectors 

● Information and 
structures/management 
processes 

INFORMATION AND
STRATEGIC CAPABILITY

Since a large part of business
activity is concerned with 
processing and transmitting 
information within and 
between organisations (and 
individual customers) 
information processing 
capability can improve an 
organisation's strategic 
capability in several ways:

● Reducing the direct cost of 
transactions between an 
organisation and its 
customers, suppliers or 
channels. This is particularly 
true for service 
organisations. For example,
internet banking reduces the 
cost of a banking transaction
with a customer to a few 

pence compared with 
traditional branch banking 
where each transaction costs 
about £1.

● Improving service quality - 
for example, the speed and 
accuracy of real-time 
booking systems.

● Improving business 
processes in order to reduce 
cost or increase service 
quality indirectly. For 
example, electronic point of 
sale (EPOS) systems in retail
outlets have not only 
improved efficiency and 
service in the store, but also 
provided high-quality 
information on which to plan
stocking, purchasing and 
sales promotions.

But the wider availability of
information will also accelerate
the learning of competitors, so
advantages gained through
experience may be shorter lived
than before. This will inevitably
mean that organisations will
need to revisit and redefine the
basis on which they are
competing more frequently. In
turn this will put more
information demands on the
organisation.

Core competences can make
organisations more competitive.
Information strategies can have
a profound influence on
creating and destroying core
competences.

Kevan 

Scholes
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CORE COMPETENCES

Are the products or services

● valued by customers; 

● outperforming competitors 

● difficult to imitate?

CAN IT ADD VALUE FOR
CUSTOMERS?

The enhanced capabilities of IT are
already enabling organisations to
provide features that are valued by
customers.

● Lower prices through reduced 
costs - particularly where the 
product is information such as in 
financial services. 

● Improved pre-purchase 
information such as web-site 
browsing, customer bulletin 
boards.

● Easier and faster purchasing 
processes (e.g. on-line ordering) 
and delivery. This can allow 
customers to move closer to 
just-in-time with their business 
processes.

● Shorter development times for 
new features. These, in turn, 
might give purchasers advantage
with their customers. 

● Product or service reliability and 
diagnostics are being improved 
such as engine management 
systems in cars.

● Personalised products are 
increasingly being offered without
price premium such as 
customising PC architecture for 
each purchaser.

● Improved after sales service can 
be provided by better information
systems such as automatic 
service reminders. 

The strategic importance of
this list is that if customers value
some or all of these improved
features, and if competitors learn
quickly how to provide them by
exploiting information and IT,
then the threshold standards that
need to be achieved to survive in
a market will rise rapidly. So
providers who are unable to
deliver these higher standards
will fall out of the market.
Figure 2 shows an example of
this in how 'digital marketing' is
becoming increasingly
important.

CAN IT HELP YOUR
PRODUCTS
OUTPERFORM THE
MARKET?

Competitiveness and
standards of performance are
not just determined within a
particular industry or sector.
Customer expectations of
service standards, for example
on speed or reliability, become
the universal benchmarks
crossing all industries and public
services. So, for example, public
service providers become

'compelled' to develop websites
because the expectations of the
general public have been raised
through the levels of service they
experience as consumers of
products and services purchased
from the private sector.

A key implication of the IT
revolution for organisations
producing or distributing
physical products is that in
future competitive advantage is
more likely to be achieved
through service performance
(e.g. speed and reliability of
delivery or maintenance) than in
product features per se. So
managers need to conceive of
their business not as a product
company with support services
but as a service company which
supplies a product. This is a
profound mind set shift for
some managers when
considering which competences
are most crucial to competitive
performance. In particular their
ability to process information
and to build their market
knowledge become much more
important than previously.

Another implication is 25
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that, at least for a period of
time, competitive advantage
might be gained by
organisations that are able to
build a much more detailed
knowledge of the market. This
knowledge would result from
competences in analysing the
subtle differences between
customer needs in different
parts of the market and
building product or service
features to meet these needs as
mentioned in chapters 3 and 7.
Most organisations now have
colossal amounts of raw data
about these issues and the IT
processing capacity to analyse
the data. But they are not good
at this data-mining process,
which will convert this data into
market knowledge.

Data mining is about finding
trends and connections in
data in order to inform and
improve competitive
performance.

For example, building up
individual customer purchasing
history as a basis for promoting
offers (as many web-sites are
now attempting); identifying
connected purchases (for
example, readers of particular
newspapers or magazines have
similar purchasing patterns for
other goods and services) or
simply finding underlying
drivers of demand.

CAN IT MAKE YOUR
PRODUCT HARDER TO
IMITATE?

Information processing
capability can change the
vulnerability of an organisation

26
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Figure 2  The New Rules of Digital Marketing

IT can offer product and service features that are valued by customers.
But marketing activities must change to take advantage of this.

Marketing is primarily about an organisation's relationship with its
customers. If IT can create better product or service features, marketing
activities may need to respond in a number of ways:-

Customisation or customerisation?
Many organisations already pursued strategies of customisation - where
product or service features are varied for different segments in the
market (e.g. strategies at positions 4 or 5 on the strategy clock (exhibit
6.3 in chapter 6)). In some industries position 3 on the clock has been
achieved by some providers - this is mass customisation where a basic
product 'platform' can be quickly varied for different customers at little
cost. But IT presents an opportunity beyond this into customerisation -
moving away from this passive customer role to an active involvement in
product/service design. So the relationship management roles of
marketing become crucial to success. The challenge is to integrate the
traditional face-to-face roles with e-relationships that IT builds.

Brands
IT can destroy brands, as consumers become more knowledgeable
about the various offerings in the market place. This need not be the
case. Indeed, if brands can be shifted to reflect customer life styles
rather than product features, they may be enhanced by IT. The wide
geographical reach of IT channels means that brands should be less
parochial. They are also cheaper and quicker to build than previously.

Pricing
Better-informed consumers can commoditise markets. So creative
approaches to pricing are important. This might include, for example,
tying the suppliers' prices to prices that the company is achieving in its
market.

Advertising
IT and the Internet are a major challenge to the power of the major
advertising agencies and the media barons. It allows marketeers to
move away from mass broadcast media to more personalised and
interactive communications with customers. So web-site design could
be crucially important. This would include an understanding that
customer 'browsing' has a recreational element to it as well as simply
searching out the 'best buys'. So an innovative and even challenging
web-site might engage customers more.

Market research
IT puts masses of data into the hands of companies at very low cost. So
the prizes are there for the market researchers who can develop data-
mining skills (as discussed in the text). Since interactive relationships will
be developed with customers it opens up possibilities for more
experimentation as a key way of learning how customers and markets
behave.

Source: J.Wind and V.Mahajan, "The Challenge of Digital Marketing", in
J.Wind and V.Mahajan, Digital Marketing: global strategies from the
world's leading experts, Wiley, 2001, chapter 1.

Questions:
1. Choose an organisation with which you are familiar (or a case study in
this book) and write a short report to the Marketing Director highlighting
how marketing activities should change as a result of new information
technologies.



to imitation of its core
competences:-

● A resource or competence
might be rare.When IT
infrastructure costs were high
this used to be a reason why a
few larger organisations gained
advantage over others through
their IT infrastructure and
competences. Others could not
afford the capital costs. On the
whole this is no longer true. IT
is now pervasive even in very
small companies. In some
sectors being a first mover can
create rarity advantage even to
the extent of setting the
propriety standards for the
industry. Microsoft itself with its
Windows computer operating
system is a good example.

● Core competences may also
be difficult to imitate because
they are complex. Here the
situation has moved on. The
mastery of the hardware and
standard software needed to
build information systems used
to be complex - now it is not.
The current areas of complexity
are more in the data mining

activities (discussed above), the
activities which underpin speed
to market and in 'e-relationship
management' with customers
(joining up all the different
routes through which customers
interface with a company). In
other words the processes of
learning and innovation within
an organisation on how to
exploit information could be a
core competence.

● Core competences may be
robust because of causal
ambiguity - competitors find it
hard to understand the reasons
why an organisation is
successful. Similarly robustness
may result from nature of core
competences - they are
embedded in the way an
organisation works and not
explicit. Many IT developments
(particularly intelligent systems)
are essentially concerned with
attempting to codify the tacit
knowledge in organisations to
make it explicit. For example,
help lines use every customer
query and its solution to
progressively build up
knowledge as to what can go

wrong with a product and how it
is solved. This ability to codify
previously tacit knowledge
removes barriers to imitation
and undermines core
competences. Of course some
types of organisational
knowledge are difficult to codify
- such as intuition and
experience which is shared
knowledge based on interactions
across many parts of an
organisation - the 'ways of doing
things'. As mentioned in the
introduction to this section there
is a danger in becoming over-
dependent on systems and
ignoring this type of knowledge
simply because it is difficult to
codify and build into the system.
But this is the very reason why it
is difficult to imitate and may be
crucial to competitive advantage.

INFORMATION AND
COMPETITIVE STRATEGY

The strategic role of
information in organisations will
need to be different depending
on the way in which the
organisation is positioning its
products or services in the
market. The reverse is also true -
competence in information
management might be the
platform for new bases of
competition through the creation
of different product/service
features. Since larger
organisations will tend to have a
collection of strategic business
units pursuing different
strategies there must be the
information capability to support
all SBUs but in different ways.
The role of information in
enabling different competitive
strategies is as follows:-

Routinisation (positions 1 & 2
on the strategy clock) - where the
role of information, 27
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usually through IT systems, is
to reduce drastically the cost of
transactions with customers,
suppliers or channels. For
example, by moving the
customer towards self-service
(for example, web-sites
replacing face-to-face selling).

Mass customisation (position 3
on the strategy clock) - where IT
can create more product
features that are valued (as
discussed above) at the same or
lower price. This is a major
battle-ground in many sectors
at the present time.

Customisation (positions 4&5
on the strategy clock) - where
information can be provided to
customers (say, through web-
sites) in advance of any face-to-
face or telephone contact,
which are reserved for advising
a much more knowledgeable
customer.

The IT laggards - who do not
value the features that IT can
offer and will remain significant
parts of the market in most
sectors. This provides a
continuing opportunity for
those providers who are
especially good at providing
information in more traditional
ways, for example personal
face-to-face service.

INFORMATION AND
CHANGING BUSINESS
MODELS

The impact that information
processing capability has on
competences and business
processes as exemplified above
is transforming the way in
which organisations build their
relationships with others in their
value network.

In both the private and public
sectors it is transforming
business models.

A business model describes
the structure of product,
service and information flows
and the roles of the
participating parties.

This includes potential
benefits and sources of revenue
to each of the parties. The value
chain framework can be used to
identify many traditional
business models; for example,
the linear supply chain from
component manufacturers, to
finished product assemblers,
primary distributors, retailers
and finally the consumer. Even
in this case - where the product
'flows' in a linear direction
through the chain - information
and other services may exist in
branches of the chain. For
example, market research and
after sales service may be

undertaken by other parties
from outside this linear chain.

Figure 4 shows how e-
commerce models are emerging
out of traditional business
models based on the degree of
innovation from traditional
approaches and the complexity
(mainly the level of integration
of activities). It can be seen that
IT is impacting in three main
ways:

● By replacing physical or
paper-based processes with
electronic processes. For
example, e-shops shift
marketing and 'display' to web-
sites. E-procurement shifts
tendering, negotiation and
purchasing processes to web-
sites. In both cases the
advantages are in reduced costs
and wider choice. An e-mall
takes the concept a little further
by creating a collection of e-
shops with a common umbrella
- such as a brand.

● By significantly extending
the functions that traditional
business models can offer. For
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example, sourcing or selling
through setting-up e-auctions is
both easy and cheap and can
lead to significantly reduced
purchasing costs or increased
revenues. Trust services (such as
supplier or customer
certification or vetting) extend
the kind of information services
often available to members of
trade associations. Other
information functions in the
value chain can be provided
more efficiently or effectively by
value chain service specialists -
such as payments or logistics.
Some organisations see benefits
in leaving a number of value
chain activities to specialists who
create third party market places
and may offer web-based
marketing, branding, payment
systems, logistics and so on.
Often this would be viewed as a
complementary route to market
rather than a complete
replacement.

● It could be argued that these
first two categories are little
more than the exploitation of IT
to enable improvements in the
efficiency and effectiveness of
information processing within
'old' business models. Some of
the most exciting developments
are where IT is enabling
business models that are not
possible without IT. So IT is
genuinely transformational in
driving strategic changes in and
between organisations. Perhaps
the most well established
example is the information
brokerage role of companies like
Yahoo with their search engines.
Virtual communities can be
sustained by IT - as Amazon
tries to do in bringing authors,
readers and publishers into
dialogue on their web-site.
Sometimes IT can provide a
collaboration platform for
example, allowing customers and
suppliers to work together on
product design using specialist
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Figure 5:  Information Technology and the five competitive forces

Information Technology can transform the competitive forces in an
industry

In chapter 3 the five-forces framework was introduced as a way of
mapping out the competitive forces in an industry: -

New Entrants
Barriers to entry may be raised because of the up-front investment
needed to operate and compete - although this continues to decline.
More importantly incumbents may have tied suppliers and/or customers
into their particular systems creating inertia to change. Barriers may be
lowered for a number of the reasons mentioned below such as better
informed consumers leading to less customer loyalty.

Power of Suppliers 
A major threat for many organisations is that their suppliers are able to
forward integrate using IT and take over some or all of the functions
undertaken by the organisation. This is particularly threatening for
intermediaries - such as travel agents - where IT is increasing the
number of companies dealing directly with the end customers. But
suppliers may have power without forward integration. In particular
where they own the 'technology platform' around which a business's
systems and operations are built. Microsoft's Windows operating system
is still hugely powerful in this respect.

Power of Buyers
It has been claimed that one of the most important social impacts of the
Internet is to empower consumers by giving them easy access to market
information and, therefore, making them more knowledgeable and
discerning consumers. The same would apply to business-to-business
transactions; e-auctions being an obvious example.

Substitutes
IT is impacting at all three levels of substitution. It is creating direct
product for product substitution (e.g. internet vs. branch banking). But it
is also substituting the need for certain products and services as
consumers are able to undertake those tasks themselves using IT
software packages (e.g. some legal services) or satisfy the need in a
different way (e.g. tele-conferencing instead of business travel). At the
level of generic substitution IT hardware, software and IT-related services
are capturing a growing percentage of consumer spending - at the
expense of sectors whose products/services are seen as less exciting.

Competitive Rivalry
As consumers become more knowledegable about the offerings of
different providers it is driving many markets to be commodity-like - in
the sense that consumers regard the offerings as much the same. Of
course IT can assist providers in their attempts to differentiate
themselves from competitors - largely in terms of improved service. But
IT software and systems are widely available to competitors - so they
may catch up quickly. So IT is fuelling hypercompetition as discussed in
chapters 3 and 6.

Questions

1. Choose an organisation with which you are familiar (or one of the
case studies in this book) and analyse how IT will impact on each of the
five forces.

2. What are the implications for the organisation's future strategies?
29



IT design tools.Value chain
integration may be made
possible through IT if separate
activities can be knitted together
by faster and more reliable
information flows. For example,
sales staff can discuss
requirements with customers
using both 'real-time'
information about
manufacturing capability,
availability and production
scheduling and also 'straight
through' information about the
same issues in the supply chain.
Sometimes integration allows
customers to change their
specification and delivery
schedules themselves - which
then automatically re-configures
requirements back in the supply
chain.

From a strategic
point of view the
important
considerations of any
of these e-commerce
business models is
the extent to which
they are able to create
better value-for-
money for customers.
In doing so they will
threaten the position
of some organisations
and provide
opportunities to
others - including new entrants.
But to suggest that IT will
simply lead to the demise of
intermediaries is not true. Some
intermediary roles will be
redundant, as customers are
able to gather information more
freely and 'talk' directly to
potential suppliers. At the same
time new intermediary roles will
be spawned if they add value or
reduce cost. Many of the roles
discussed above have that
potential such as third party
market places, virtual
communities or 

information brokerage.

Figure 5 uses the five-forces
framework to summarise some
of the impacts of these
changing business models on
the competitive position of
organisations.

INFORMATION AND
STRUCTURING

Improvements in information
processing capability are
making a significant
contribution to better ways of
organising. But this must fit the
organisational approach and
vice versa. Again a few
examples illustrate this point:-

● Organisations competing
with low price strategies
(positions 1 or 2 on the strategy
clock) may find a centralised
bureaucratic configuration
appropriate. This bureaucracy
must deliver routinised business
processes, which reduce cost
whilst maintaining threshold
quality levels. IT can facilitate
this cost reduction through
routinisation whilst also
enabling quite complex co-
ordination.

● Highly devolved
organisations are less concerned

with complex co-ordination and
require accurate and timely
information about the
performance of business units
against pre-agreed targets. This
is the core of the relationship
between the corporate centre
and the business units.

● In the middle ground of
strategic control, information
may assist in a number of ways.
First, the bottom-up planning
from business units is likely to
be important and the corporate
centre needs to be able to co-
ordinate and reconcile these
plans. High quality reliable
information is needed to
support those processes.
Second, it may be that parts of
the organisation have customer-

supplier relationships
with each other -
perhaps in an
internal market. This
too requires high
quality information.
Finally, information
about the
performance of
business units and
the corporate centre
require similar
information.

● Better
information through IT can
allow managers and external
stakeholders to by-pass some of
the traditional 'gate-keepers',
who gained power from their
gate-keeping of information.
Within organisations many
middle management roles have
been as information conduits
between the senior managers
and the front line. For example,
IT can create direct
communication between the top
and the bottom of an
organisation and many chief
executives are introducing their30
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own web-sites for that purpose.
The issue could also apply to the
bypassing of Unions as
information conduits to
employees. The same is true
externally - the sales force are no
longer the primary route
through which customers gain
their product knowledge or even
place orders. So their role will
move from 'closing deals' to
relationship management and
advice. In the public sector
politicians are able to put in
place two-way communication
with their communities rather
than relying on managers as the
conduit and filter. There are
already challenging implications
to the whole way in which 
the political and service

provision processes work.

In summary IT is creating a
world with fewer 'gate-keepers' -
so flattened structures, with
more direct communication of
strategy to and from the front
line and more direct interaction
at much lower levels across the
organisation (and with external
stakeholders). But this
interaction is informed by a
common database and 'regulated'
by guidelines or rules within
these information systems. It is
also a world where the key
decision-makers are much better
informed about the impact of
past strategies and outside
influences through the
accumulation of knowledge from

the front line on day-to-day
issues like customer queries (for
example, on help lines).

IMPLICATIONS FOR
MANAGERS

The practical implications of
these previous discussions for
managers and those responsible
for information strategy in
organisations are as follows:-

● Managers need to realise that
IT can transform the
organisation not just fine-tune
current as a support function
and place it on a par with other
business functions.

● Information managers need to
understand the full potential of
IT from their professional
knowledge and external
networks (i.e. be the company
benchmarker). They need to 

✦ understand the limitations 
of IT - for example, it cannot 
replace certain types of 
knowledge, such as intuition.

✦ be involved in and credible 
on business strategy as part of 
the corporate team and not sit 
on the sidelines.

✦ see new business 
opportunities that IT could 
open up.

✦ have the influencing skills 
to educate and persuade 
senior colleagues about these 
opportunities.

Prof Kevan Scholes
Principal Partner, Scholes
Associates; 
Visiting Professor of Strategic
Management and former Director,
Sheffield Business School.
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(R)etailing:
Revolution or Evolution?

INTRODUCTION

(R)etailing, or online retailing,
continues to generate debate,
excitement and uncertainty. The
converted see it offering a new
business model which will
revolutionise the way consumers
shop. A growing number of
commentators now take a much
more measured view, suggesting
that it will be assimilated as just
another element in the
ever changing retail
market place, while the
pessimists talk of an
accelerating rate of
business failures as the
(r)etail dream fades
away. On the one hand
there is a vision of
companies expanding
their business horizons
by offering a growing
range of goods and
services to satisfy
customer demand in
global markets. On the
other hand concerns
about financial
viability, building successful
brands, designing effective web
sites, establishing reliable
systems to handle, process and
deliver orders, the security of
financial transactions, in short
the management of the total
customer experience, all seem to
be presenting often formidable
operational and strategic
challenges for (r)etailers. A wide
range of questions seem to
surround (r)etail debates.Will
traditional retailers with
substantial capital investment

sunk in often expensive sites and
properties see (r)etailing as
posing a major threat to their
operations and profitability and
if so how can they respond
quickly and effectively? What of
customers themselves? Will they
take quickly, loyally and in large
numbers to electronic shopping
and how will they access (r)etail
sites? How can retailers manage

customers' expectations that
(r)etail prices should be cheaper
than those in conventional
shops? What consumer
protection and guarantees will
there be in these virtual markets
that seem to make nonsense of
conventional international
boundaries and nation state
jurisdictions? How will the rapid
development of increasingly
sophisticated interactive, multi-
media communication
technologies linked to the
Internet influence (r)etail
shopping behaviour? This paper

looks to offer some exploratory
thoughts on a number of these
questions

THE (R)ETAIL MARKET
PLACE

(R)etailing can be defined as
the sourcing, purchase/selling of,
and payment for goods and
services in which the interactive

process is mediated
by information or
digital technology at
both locationally
separate ends of the
exchange.
(R)etailing is a
dynamic and
seemingly very
volatile sector of the
economy and the
virtual landscape
can change rapidly
and dramatically,
and while any
descriptions of the
(r)etail market place
are transitory a few

simple facts and figures help to
give some indication of the size
and structure of the market. The
UK is one of the fastest growing
(r)etail markets in Europe.
According to a Verdict survey
published in 2000, (r)etail
customers within the UK spent
some  £581 million during the
previous year  but this figure
represented  less than 0.5% of all
retail sales. Grocery purchases
were the largest category
accounting for some £165
million of (r)etail sales followed
by computer software (£122
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million), books (£106million)
and music and video (£85
million). These figures seem
small when compared with those
from a 2000 survey by Russell
Reynolds Associates of ( r)etail
sales to US customers. Here the
top 10 (r)etailers generated
combined sales estimated to be
between $ 9150 million and
$10,000 million and had some
30 million customers.

Companies trading within the
(r)etail market place can perhaps
be split into three groups viz.
those established to trade
specifically online; existing
retailers who have traditionally
operated via stores or mail order
formats; and manufacturers who
are attracted by the possibility of
dealing directly with the ultimate
consumers of their products.
amazon.com is perhaps the best
known dedicated (r)etailer. The
company opened its virtual
doors in 1995 and five years later
it had some 23 million customers
in over 160 countries. Annual
sales figures were running at
$2300 million but it has yet to
turn a profit. Its product range
had been expanded to include
over 18 million items in
categories including CDs,
DVDs, toys, video games,

electronic equipment, software,
garden and patio, tools and
hardware, kitchen, health and
beauty and home living. The UK
based (r)etail travel agent
lastminute.com was founded in
1998 and by the spring of 2000
the company claimed some 2.1
million registered subscribers in
Europe and annual sales were
running at almost £40 million.

Within the UK most of
traditional large retailers
including Sainsburys, Tesco,
Marks and Spencer and
W.H.Smith have launched
(r)etail operations. At Christmas
2000, for example, Marks and
Spencer were offering over 3,000
gifts on line with a promise of 
48 hour delivery, secure online
payment, and easy return and
refund facility. GUS, the UK
market leader in the mail order
business, offers its Kays, Great
Universal, Choice, Innovations,
McCords and Shoppers
Universe catalogue brands on
line and virtually all of the UK's
banks, buildings societies and
insurance companies have also
launched (r)etail operations. A
growing number of
manufacturers are selling their
products directly to customers
via the Internet and many others

are exploring the feasibility of
moving into the (r)etail arena.
Ford, for example offer a range
of accessories (clothes, luggage
racks, glassware and collectibles)
but not yet cars, at their website.
Vauxhall, on the other hand has
an on line direct sales site
designed to compete with their
on line rivals like jamjar.com.

OPPORTUNITIES,
CHALLENGES AND
PROBLEMS IN THE
(R)ETAIL MARKET PLACE

The opportunities, challenges
and problems associated with
(r)etailing have attracted
considerable attention from the
business community, government
and consumer groups and a
number of issues merit attention.
In theory businesses can, it is
claimed, derive a wide range of
benefits by establishing  (r)etail
formats. These include
accessibility to a potentially
global market twenty four hours
every day; the fact that it is
cheaper to establish and maintain
an electronic store format than a
traditional shop; reduced
advertising, support and
transaction costs; the
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ability to make rapid changes to
product specification and prices;
greater customer involvement in
product and service innovation;
and ultimately, perhaps most
important of all, increased
profitability. However putting
this theory into practice is not
always proving to be an
easy task! amazon.com,
who are clearly
recognised as the
leading global (r)etail
brand and currently
listed as the 48th most
valuable brand in the
world, are finding the
going tough. In the
summer of 2000 the
company admitted that
sales growth had not been as
strong as expected, annual
operating losses were running at
some £350 million, long term
debt commitments and liabilities
were $2 billion, the share value
was some 66% below its late
1999 peak and many US
analysts had ceased to
recommend the company to its
clients.

The years 1998 to 2000 were
often seen as the years of the

dot.com business. New internet
ventures sprung up on both
sides of the Atlantic, with the
United States leading in this
development. During this
period, the Nasdaq and the
FTSE-Techmark indices, two
key high technology market

indices in the US and the UK,
continued to show significant
rises on a continuing bull run,
out-performing the more
traditional Dow Jones and
FTSE-100 indices. The
particular market favourites
were the technology and new
internet based companies. The
driving force was to develop an
idea, create the means of
exploiting the idea, get the
venture started and then take

the business to the stock market
via an initial placement offer or
IPO. In a period of a confident
and rapidly rising market index
the entrepreneurs and the
venture capitalists that funded
the new venture were
guaranteed a quick return on

their investment.
However, the
rising market was
not to last and
both the Nasdaq
and the Techmark
indices fell rapidly
in the spring of
2000, thus
tarnishing the
prospects for the
whole sector, see

Figure 1 below. The change in
sentiment by the market was
largely created by the realisation
that internet (r)etail companies
were unlikely to make a profit
for a long time as the cost of
development, branding,
customer capture and customer
service fulfilment, all vital areas
of success for any retail
operation, were rising and the
chances of the new venture ever
making a return on investment
were slim.

Within the UK during 2000
the collapse of high profile
(r)etailers such as boo com.
(specialising in fashion
sportswear) which lost some
£100 million of venture capital
in less than two years, and
clickmango.com (health and
beauty specialists) have served
as sharp reminders of the
fragility of the (r)etail
marketplace. Indeed, the year
2000 also saw the demise of
boxman.com, foodoo.com,
ready2shop.com and
petspyjamas.com, all (r)etail
sites that promised much but
delivered little. In addition to
these failures, the falling market
also put back companies that
were preparing for an IPO.34
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The existing traditional retailers
like Marks and Spencer, GUS
and others were acquirers of
young internet retailers in order
to incorporate these ventures
into their own on line operations.

As we have argued, the ability
to build the marketplace and to
establish a large customer base
quickly are perceived to be
critical issues in moving into
trading profitability and in
removing debt burdens. Thus
lastminute.com, for example,
have stressed the importance of
building their brand and its
awareness, growing supplier
relationships, developing its
value proposition to customers,
extending its marketing channels
to embrace a wide range of
electronic media and platforms
and early investment in leading
technologies. At the same time
the company have been keen to
exercise stringent controls on
operating costs. In the first 6
months following the company's
flotation on the stock market in
March 2000 the company
reported operating losses of £17
million but investment analysts
suggest that they will begin to
deliver net profits by the end of
2002. More generally  (r)etailers
also need to address a number of
business fundamentals if they
are to grow their businesses.
These include establishing easily
accessible and user friendly
websites; offering a range of high
quality products and services at
competitive prices; the
establishment of speedy and
reliable delivery systems; the
provision of information on
quality assurance and after sales
service as well as guarantees
about the security of online
financial transactions and the
privacy of personal information;
and the creation of a pleasurable
shopping experience.

In theory  (r)etailing can be
seen to offer a number of

potential benefits to consumers.
Such benefits include the
convenience of comparison
shopping from, and delivery to,
the customer's home; good
quality and topical information
on products and services; the
availability of products or
services that may not be
available from local conventional
shops or businesses; potentially
cheaper prices; and online
support for after sales service.
Nevertheless there are clear
signs of consumer resistance and
a number of factors seem
important here. There are, for
example, a number of
physical/financial barriers,
namely access to the necessary
computer-modem-phone line
hardware, the quality and cost of
the Internet Service Provider,

and the cost of online time. In
2000 less than 12 million people
within the UK had Internet
access and public opinion
surveys suggest that as many as
20 million people currently have
no intention of ever going
online. In addition some 50% of
adults in the UK do not have
credit cards and thus cannot
purchase goods and services
online. However many existing
online shoppers report finding it
difficult to navigate  (r)etail
websites and suggest that sites
can be dull and uninviting.While
the dominant marketing image is
that  (r)etail shopping is quick,
easy and convenient, customers
can quickly become disillusioned
if they find the technology slow
and the registration, browsing
and ordering process to 35
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be long-winded and/or unduly
complicated. Ironically there is
some evidence that some of the
early (r)etail players tended to
concentrate their energies on
website design and marketing
strategies seemingly to the
detriment of  the ordering and
distribution functions. In many
cases these functions have been
outsourced and this has led to
the loss of the sort
of tight control that
is essential for new
businesses that need
to build customer
confidence. There is
some evidence that
traditional
warehouse and
distribution centres,
that are geared to
multiple 'picking',
are not well suited
to the more
individual needs of
(r)etail distribution
and this can hamper the speed
and efficiency with which
orders can be handled. Failures
to confirm orders, to notify
customers of delivery dates and
to deliver on time all serve to
reduce customer satisfaction
and to erode customer
confidence in (r)etail
transactions

There are also consumer
concerns about prices. A UK
Trading Standards Officers
Survey in 2000, for example,

suggested that the majority of
headline prices quoted by
(r)etailers were not the final
selling price to the customer.
Delivery charges were seen as a
deterrent and this was
particularly true in the case of
low value items when the
delivery charges formed a
significant proportion of the
total cost to the customer.

As the number of (r)etailers
grow so it becomes more time
consuming, costly and difficult
for consumers to source goods
at the cheapest price. A number
of websites, including
shopsmart.com, dealtime.com
and shopper.com provide price
comparisons. The shopsmart
site, for example, lists some
1000 UK(r)etailers rated for
ease of use, product range,
quality of shopping experience
and customer service and offers

a price comparison service for
books, music, video/DVD,
computer games and computer
hardware and software. In
practice, however, internet
prices may not necessarily be
any cheaper than purchasing
from a traditional high street
store once costs like delivery are
factored in. For many the risks
of buying on line can be a
deterrent. Shoppers may use
the internet to search, compare
and select and then negotiate
and buy elsewhere.

Concerns about trust and the
security of financial and
personal information are also
important issues in explaining
consumer resistance to
(r)etailing. Fears about the
security of credit card
transactions and about releasing
personal and financial details
are regularly cited as major

reasons why
consumers are
reluctant to shop
online and many
retailers are now
providing clear
explanations about
encryption and the
security of
transactions. In
reality the overall
scale of security
problems is very
limited but here it is
a case of a little bad
news going an awful

long way! Given the virtual and
international nature of
(r)etailing operations, many
consumers seem concerned
about the possibilities of
developing any genuine and
comprehensive regulatory
framework to safeguard and
protect their interests. In the
wake of these concerns the
National Consumer Council in
the UK has called for the
development of a secure
payments mechanisms to36
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provide a safety net if things go
wrong, for the strengthening of
existing protection for credit
card transactions, for high
standards of customer service
from (r)etailers and for a
government backed campaign to
promote knowledge and
awareness of consume rights.
WHICH, the consumers
association, operate a UK 'Web
Trader Scheme' and traders
joining the scheme and

displaying its logo on their
website agree to meet a specific
code of practice designed to
ensure that consumers get a 'fair
deal' and to provide them with
protection if things go wrong.

Consumer resistance to
(r)etailing also seems to have
important physical, social and
cultural components. Many
consumers for example, have
traditionally seen the purchase of
many goods, particularly clothes
and some fresh foodstuffs, as a
tactile experience that reflects
customers' natural desires to
'test' for quality, in various ways,
at first hand. The sensory
experience of traditional
shopping has also been seen to
embrace store ambience and
atmospherics and for many
customers the sights, sounds and

smells within a shop or store are
an integral part of the shopping
experience.While innovations in
information and communication
technologies are certainly
moving at a very rapid pace, the
ability to recreate or replicate the
full range of sensory experiences
for customers at a distance may
still be some way away. At the
same time a number of
traditional high street retailers
and managers of the large out of

town shopping malls like
Bluewater and the Trafford
Centre are giving increasing
emphasis to creating a sense of
theatre and drama for their
customers. Shopping has also
often traditionally been seen as a
social experience and here there
are perhaps two dimensions. On
the one hand this
conceptualisation embraces
shopping with friends and family
as an essentially social and
leisure activity as well as the less
tangible, though seemingly none
the less important, concept of
'retail therapy' which emphasises
the role of shopping as an escape
from work/family/everyday
pressures. On the other hand
there is the social contact with
retail sales staff that may centre
exclusively on customer service
and customer care related to the

retail transaction but may also
include more general social
conversations and dialogues.
Such social interactions may be
very important for many people,
those who live alone for
example, and such conversations
and contacts, more than the
retail transaction per se, may be
the principal raison d'etre for
many shopping trips. Here again
it remains to be seen how well, if
at all, (r)etailers can create such
experiences for customers.
Finally while shopping can be
seen in business terms as a
rational economic activity, social
scientists stress the importance
of the cultural logic of retailing.
This perspective would stress
the importance of traditional
shopping places and spaces as
the contexts where the meanings
of commodities are produced
and negotiated and how the
conspicuous consumption of
goods and services can create
social bonds or distinction.

Initially some analysts were
suggesting that the advent of
(r)etailing could pose a major
threat to traditional store based
retailers but there is little
evidence to date of any
substantial erosion of business or
of any significant fall in demand
for high street shopping space.
There are however some
indications of the integration of
physical and virtual and
operations and perhaps a
growing belief that retailers must
treat (r)etailing as a complement
to, rather than a replacement for
their traditional trading
operations. In August 2000
amazon.com and Toys R Us,
the worlds largest toy retailer,
announced a 10-year alliance 
to sell toys and baby 
products on the Internet.
amazon.com will be responsible
for creating the website,
warehousing products and
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delivery while Toys R Us will
undertake the market research
and the buying and price setting
functions and manage the
inventory. The business and
financial communities will
monitor this development
closely but it may provide a
model for future alliances.
Looking to the future for
example, Toys R Us have links
with cable and satellite TV
distributors in a number of
European countries and they
have also established a number

of WAP platforms for their
(r)etail operations. Continuing
developments in information
and communication
technologies seem likely to
widen consumer access to
(r)etailing. Thus while the PC
Internet route currently
dominates the (r)etail market
the advent and likely widespread
household adoption of Digital
TV will not only provide many
more consumers with interactive
access to  (r)etailers but it may
also attract substantial
advertising revenue that will
improve the viability of  (r)etail
websites like lastminute.com,
jungle.com and amazon.com.

CONCLUSION

(R)etailing has grown rapidly
in the past two to three years
and while it still accounts for a
very small proportion of total
retail sales there is potential for
considerable future growth. If
this potential is to be realised
then  (r)etailers will need to
concentrate on the business
fundamentals of providing
quality goods and services,
sound marketing strategies,
focusing on profitability and
exceeding customer
expectations. During the
twentieth century the advent
first of the department store and
then mail order shopping, self
service supermarkets,
superstores and hypermarkets,
retail warehouses and finally
massive out of town shopping
centres have all threatened
revolutionary change but they
all seem to have been
assimilated into the retail
business environment and so it
may be with  (r)etailing.
Current thinking certainly
suggests that  (r)etailing may
well complement, and be
integrated into, traditional store
based retailing rather than
replace it. The traditional large
retailers with their high brand
presence, brand values and loyal
customer base will adopt dual-
channel strategies, i.e. bricks
and clicks, to meet the changing
customer needs of the 21st
century. The pure internet
(r)etailers or pure plays will still
face the challenge of building
their brand, creating loyalty and
trust and reducing the rising
costs of fulfilment and now the
added challenges of the bricks
and clicks with all their in-built
advantages. For the pure plays,
the strategy they face is a choice
of getting big, becoming
increasingly focused in niched
markets, or getting out.
According to Steve Bennett, the

chief executive of jungle.com,
'the definition of big is getting
bigger and we found it difficult
to stand alone in spite of having
one of the biggest on line
turnovers in the UK apart from
Tesco and amazon.com.' Barker
(2000).
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RESOURCES

The following on line sources are useful
for further research on this topic.

http://www.mckinseyquarterly.com

http://www.atkearney.com

http://www.bcg.com

For readers who wish to access these
sites, please log on and select the
publications pages in order to access
the relevant reports. At the McKinsey
site you will have to register as a reader
then go to the site finder and select
'electronic commerce' and also
'retailing' to get to the key reports. At
the BCG site the reports of interest are
on on-line retailing in the UK and a
report on the European scene. Happy
hunting.Great Universal Stores bought
the internet retail jungle.com in
September 2000 for £37m. Jungle had
sales of around £ 75m.

Going shopping is a social activity
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NAME CHANGE

Andersen Consulting
separated from its parent
company Arthur Andersen to
become Accenture. It launched
itself (on 01.01.01), and
undertook a textbook
advertising campaign
to raise awareness of
its change of name
and its focus.
Accenture has an
excellent website and
has archive copies of
the adverts that it ran
(Accenture.com). The
division came about
as the result of an
internal split between
the divisions. As a
result of a legal ruling
Andersen Consulting was
obliged to change its name.
The company undertook
detailed investigations into how
the change should take place and
indeed what the new name
should be, even consulting staff
and taking their views into

account. Since the company is
in the arena of management
consultancy it has been
interesting to view this change as
an in-house exercise for them.

Accenture's change of name

can be compared with the
creation of Consignia. John
Roberts, Chief Executive of
Consignia formerly the Post
Office said 'the [change] is not
cosmetic'.. Consignia is a new
holding company striving to
ensure that the customers of all

of its brands - Royal Mail,
Parcelforce Worldwide and the
Post Office network get the best
possible services and products.'
Cosignia is striving to be an
integrated global distribution
company. (The Consignia

website is very new
and is still under
construction in
places.)  The main
emphasis is that the
many divisions of the
new company are
considered to be
brands that have to be
marketed. In terms of
application to the
classroom both these
changes make
interesting case
studies.

FOOT AND MOUTH
CRISIS

Many of the newspapers from
March 2001 have carried
excellent articles on the crisis.
Archives of these articles can be

Billie-Jean

Sandiford
Business Monitor

(MAY)
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accessed on the websites of the
main newspapers.

The Foot and Mouth crisis
has been the main news item of
the past few months. Again this
places both the study of
economics and business in
context. The disease is said to
have spread quickly because of
modern farming methods and
many people have 
queried why apparently healthy
animals had to be
killed. The crisis can
be looked at under
many different themes:

THE ECONOMICS
OF FARMING:

● As with the BSE 
crisis, what has been
the effect on the 
supply and demand 
for beef and sheep 
products? 

● How was the 
shortfall in 
domestic production 
compensated?

● What effect has the crisis 
had on the long-term nature 
of the farming industry?  
How will the farming 
industry recover?  What 
effect will this have in 
farmers?

External Factors: The
themes of the interdependence

of business came out strongly
with this crisis. Some of its
subsidiary effects are listed
below.

● By May 7 2001 it was 
reported that 250,000 
tourism jobs were at risk 
because of the closure of 
certain parts of the 
countryside.

● Many small villages whose 

main livelihoods depend on 
tourism have undergone 
mini-recessions. Many hotel 
owners were attempting to 
offer promotions that would 
tempt tourists to visit them.

● The government had to 
undertake a major 'Britain is 
Open' public relations 
campaign, informing other 
countries that the crisis 
would not be unduly 

affecting trade and that 
Britain was a safe place to 
visit.

● The crisis affected feed 
producers and had a knock-
on effect on all firms 
involved with trading with 
cattle and sheep farmers.

Ethics:

● The ethics of 
the crisis have 
been discussed
at length. As 
mentioned 
earlier, modern
farming 
techniques 
have been 
discussed. The
ethics of killing
healthy cattle 
and the ethical 
question of 
killing animals 
because of the 
business 
imperative

have also been discussed.

In general this crisis can be
looked at in conjunction with
the BSE Crisis and parallels can
be drawn.

Billie Jean Sandiford, Vocational
Business Co-ordinator, Palmers
Sixth Form College.
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Biz/ed has recently launched a
Virtual Developing Country
(http://www.bized.ac.uk/virtual/d
c/). This appears in the Virtual
Worlds section of the site and is
in addition to the Virtual Factory
and Virtual Economy already
there. The aim of the section is to
support the teaching of
development economics and it
should be useful for anyone who
is doing development economics
modules or perhaps for courses
with a smaller amount of
development content.

The site is based around
Zambia and is effectively a large-
scale case study of the
country. Like the other
Virtual Worlds, the site
is an integrated and
self-contained resource.
It has data, worksheets,
theoretical information,
photos, maps and a
development glossary;
in short everything you
should need! There is
also a teacher's guide
that gives full listings of
all the contents and some
guidance on using the site.

The bulk of the content is
organised as a series of field
trips. There are five main field
trips and each one takes you to a
series of destinations. At each
destination you find out about
the issues facing the people and
organisations based there. On
each page there are links to any
related issues, related theories

and definitions of any terms that
are used on that page.You can
use the site either by working
through all the field trips or
perhaps by focusing on a
particular area each time. The
field trips cover all the main
areas of development economics;
copper (the dependence on
primary commodities), trade,
aid, wildlife and rural life and
agriculture.

The main sections of the
Virtual Developing Country are
as follows:

BACKGROUND

This section sets the context
for much of the site with
background information on the
political and economic history of
Zambia as well as looking at the
geographical situation of the
country. There is a section
considering the issues relating to
the difference between growth
and development.

FIELD TRIPS

The five field trips are Rural
Life and Agriculture, Copper,
Trade, Aid and Wildlife. Each
one begins with an introduction
and also links into all the other
resources relating to that issue.
The introductory page links to
all the destinations immediately
(the map is also clickable for
direct access), all the issues dealt
with at all the destinations, all the
related theories, related
worksheets and other related
resources like data and photos.
This integration is the same
throughout all the field trip,

giving you  immediate
access to a wide range
of information.
Clicking on any of the
photos gives you
access to the photo
viewer where you can
cycle through the
photos related to that
field trip and see the
captions to the photos.
This window can be
kept open as a popup

window to keep the photos
available with the other
information. The same is true
with the maps that can be viewed
as popups.

You can work sequentially
through each destination and
build up a gradual awareness of
the issues or you can use the left-
hand navigation bar to jump
between destinations and

Richard

Young and 

Andy 

Beharrell
ICT on line

Biz/ed Virtual Developing Country
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In this issue Andy Beharrell takes a look at a major new resource for teaching the economics of
development while Richard Young takes a quick look at online encyclopaedias for use in case
studies
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issues. The issues are built up
gradually throughout the field
trip. For example, the Rural
Life and Agriculture Tour starts
by looking at small-scale and
subsistence farming, then goes
on to look at the issues relating
to larger scale commercial
farming and then looks at some
of the alternative forms of
agriculture being introduced to
Zambia like floriculture.

Related theories, glossary
definitions and other issues are
available on every page,
individualised to reflect the
information on the page.

The field trips work through
a wide range of issues relating
to development economics and
there is a full listing of all the
destinations and the issues and
theories covered in Table 1.

RESOURCES

This section contains a
variety of resources that are
also accessible from a number
of other areas of the site. It is in
this section that you can access
all the data available on the site.
The data is mainly sourced
from the International
Monetary Fund and the World
Bank and supplemented where
relevant by a few local sources.
The data can be viewed as a
Web page or it can be
downloaded in Excel or CSV
formats for further processing.

This data is frequently used
in the worksheets in the
resources section. The
worksheets also ask you to look
for information from the field
trips and other resources and
they are directly related to the
field trips to ensure their
relevance in a variety of
situations. There are printable
versions of the worksheets to
allow for using them in a
classroom or other situation.

The resources section also
has the photo viewer where all
the photos used in the site can
be cycled through and it has all
the maps. These can be viewed
as popup windows if you select
that option.

The other pages in the
resources section are the
teacher guide and the glossary.
The guide gives full details of
all the theories, issues and
itineraries of the field trips. It
also gives advice on using the
site in a range of courses. The
glossary has definitions of all
the main terms used through
the site.

We hope you will find the site
useful, but do give us feedback
about it and we will do all we
can to incorporate the feedback
into any future edits of the site.
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At the time of writing
students are about to
sit those June exams
and thoughts turn to
the transition stage
between AS and A2.

One area of student
activity is the Summer
Assignment. Certainly at
Wood Green our
economists will be looking
at Europe, while Business
Students will prepare a
report on the launch of a
new product.

What tools are there out
there to assist the
researching student
beyond the excellent
gateways and portals such
as biz/ed and tutor2u?

One often overlooked
tool is the online
encyclopaedias - and what
a mixed bunch they are.

A comprehensive listing
can be found at
http://www.woodgreen.oxo
n.sch.uk/studyskills/online
_encyclopedias.htm.

Encarta is well known
but beware the new MS
passport system. This
requires users to register
and the process can be off
putting.

And do the results make
the effort of registration
worthwhile? Take a simple

search on the euro. Some
five links with the really
interesting ones restricted
to registered owners of the
CD version. Frustrating.

Britannica.com is the
Rolls Royce of online
encyclopaedias for our
target audience. The same
Euro enquiry yields
several articles, suggested
best web links and some
current events. For
example did you know
that euro is ‘one of the
largest species of kangaroo
(q.v.)’! 

Irrelevant but the
economics links are truly
impressive.

A final word of caution.
A gentle reminder is
almost always required
about the appropriate use
of articles and extracts
and the evils -and
consequences - of
plagiarism.
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All the reviews published in
'Teaching Business and Economics'
are now available on the TES
BookFind CD ROM, published
termly by Book Data Ltd.,
Northumberland House, 2, King
street,Twickenham,TW1 2RZ, in
association with The Times
Educational Supplement. Reviews
are linked to book titles on the CD -
Executive Director

A LEVEL BUSINESS STUDIES

AS Business Studies, Malcolm
Surridge and Andrew Gillespie,
Hodder & Stoughton, 2001,
paperback, 284 pages, £12.99, ISBN:
0-340-779-675, Tel. 01235 827720.

This textbook is designed to meet the
needs of the new AS specifications. Both
of the authors have been heavily involved
with the development of the AQA AS
specification. Currently Surridge is
Principal Examiner and Gillespie is
Reviser for the course. As an AQA
centre, we therefore adopted the book as
our class text for the AS students from
September 2000.

The content of the book closely matches
the requirements of the AQA AS
Specification. As such, one of its first
uses was for both new and experienced
teachers of A Level Business Studies to
provide a guide as to the appropriate
depth and level of analysis required for
the AS level course. On occasion, the text
does cover detail that does not appear to
be required by the specification. For
example, the chapter on Business and the
Law goes into detail on the contents of
each act, when what would be more
beneficial would be a wider concentration
on the impact of the legislation in general.

In terms of format and style, the text is
very user-friendly in that it is split into
seven major chapters, which closely
mirror the pattern of the modules within
the specification. Students are thus able to
navigate easily in order to find
appropriate information, and to use the
book as a basis for revision. Within each
chapter, there are then 'lesson sized' units
that have been useful to set as
background/consolidation reading for

students at home. Each unit contains
features such as 'People in business', and
'Business in focus', which work well to
enliven the text and provide examples of
business in the real world. The increased
emphasis on knowledge of definitions is
well catered for by the Key Terms
scattered through the text. Also very
useful are the 'Examiner's Advice' sections
which provide students with advice on
how to analyse and evaluate the points
raised within an examination context.

Each unit has short answer 'Progress
Questions', as well as longer answer
questions. Although useful to set as
homeworks, for example, we have felt that
these are of limited use in terms of getting
students used to examination technique.
Of more use were the Case Study
questions found at the end of each
chapter. These mirror much more closely
the requirements of the modular
examinations.

This textbook is somewhat basic when
compared to previous texts. This is
obviously in large part due to the
difference in standard between AS and A
Level. However, it was a shame that there
was no real attempt to stretch the more
able (the majority of whom would be
continuing to A Level) in terms of
analysis and evaluation. Some of these
more able students, who may well have
already gained A/B grades in Business
Studies at GCSE, would find relatively
little in the way of really 'new' ideas.

This textbook is undoubtedly an excellent
foundation for all AS students. It has
proved particularly useful as a basis for
home study on the part of the students;
either as background reading, or as
question practice. It has also been
invaluable as a guide for teachers in
establishing an appropriate level at which
to pitch lessons. It has aimed solidly at
the middle ground in terms of student
ability, and teachers may consider using
some of the A Level texts as 'tasters' for
the more able students. At £12.99, the
text represents value for money, and it is
competitively priced against the rest of
the market. We would recommend it as a
class text, particularly for AQA centres.

Debbie Kirkby and Neil Hodgson,
Lymm High School, Cheshire

A LEVEL ECONOMICS 

The UK Economy in a Global
Context, Colin G. Bamford and
Susan Grant, Heinemann (part of
the "Studies in Economics and
Business" series), 2001, paperback,
120 pages, £6.99, ISBN: 0 435 330460,
Tel. 01865 888058.

It does not take the recent WTO riots or
the continuation of multinationals
"bashing" to realise that one of the biggest
economic issues facing the world
economy in the 21st century will be the
effects on national economies of the
increasing importance of globalisation
and the need to live in an international
world. Nor does it take much to realise
that macroeconomic relationships are
becoming increasingly complex and that
economists are finding it harder and
harder to explain how economies work.
To address both these issues in a pocket
sized booklet was thus no easy task.

"The UK Economy in a Global Context"
is one of eleven in a series of Heinemann
publications called " Studies in Economics
and Business". It is divided into eight
chapters, four covering macroeconomic
issues and four discussing the UK and the
international economy.

With examination boards becoming
increasingly aware of the importance of
international economics the book relates
well to a number of examination boards'
specifications. (OCR's Modules 2883 and
2887, Edexcel's Units 3 and 6, AQA's
Modules 2 and 6, Nuffield's Option 1).
Thus this book has fairly wide application
in the AS/A2 area.

The book (and series) is very "user-
friendly". With standard textbooks
becoming thicker, heavier and more and
more daunting, most students (and
teachers!) see a short, light book as a
welcome relief. Primary research with my
students has verified this!  Also the book
uses, and integrates, diagrams, tables and
case studies very well. Boxes of
"keywords" are strategically placed and of
manageable proportions. There are also
useful references to further reading and to
various Internet sites. However, I feel that
the book would have been enhanced had
questions been added to the case studies,

Resource 
reviews Nancy 

Wall 



although there are essay and data response
questions at the end of each chapter.

It is common practice to use a standard
textbook and refer to additional material
such as this book at various stages in the
course and this is how I would recommend
using the macroeconomic chapters of the
book (chapters 1, 3, 6 and 7). However, I
intend to use the book as the major thrust
for delivering international economics and
globalisation (chapters 2, 4, 5, and 8).
These topics usually come at the end of
the course and I feel that leaving the major
text as reference material only for a whole
section may add interest and variety. It
may also emphasize to students that they
should not rely solely on one source of
reference.

As regards value for money, this book, and
the series, is excellent. Although some
might think that  £6.99  for a 123 page
booklet is excessive, could I suggest that
sometimes quality rather than quantity is
the issue. All students and teachers of
economics and business should have a
copy of this book and a copy of any of the
other booklets in the series, which pertain
to their specifications. Also libraries
should not be without a few copies on
their shelves.

Tom Smith, South Island School,
Hong Kong.

GNVQ and AVCE BUSINESS

GNVQ Foundation Business, Hala
Seliet, Heinemann, 2000, paperback,
244 pages, £8.99 without options or
£9.99 with, ISBN 0 435 45297 5  tel:
01865 888058

This book is designed to support delivery
of both compulsory and optional units.
The  ' How to use this book ' section, page
vii, impressed me as the others did not
contain this explanation. It describes the
features so that the students know exactly
what the point of it all is. The features are
a blend of activities, case studies with
questions, little 'Did you know?' snippets
and superb key terms boxes for reference.
I liked this blend and imagine that students
will too.

All units have an introduction page, which
clearly states that information will have to
be gathered for further use. The
instructions are clear.

As for particular strengths in the content,
I loved the Unit 3, 'Finance in Business'
section, Chapter 10. The vocabulary is
introduced in an excellent way. (I am a
great fan of Hala's work on vocabulary and
teaching business anyway, and this chapter
demonstrates her technique very well.)
There is a step by step guide on how to
get to grips with costs and revenues on

page 104.There are great, stepped
activities to ensure that the concepts have
been grasped. I particularly liked the table
on page 135 for methods of payment, why
didn't I think of this when teaching it
myself?  Unit 3 also includes a multiple
choice test. Excellent.
The layout is appealing despite the lack of
colour. There is a good splattering of
relevant photos. Each page is split into
two columns. Each Unit is divided into
chapters with headings and subheadings
that correspond closely to the course. This
makes it easy to use.
This is an excellent resource for students,
to help them through their course.
Teachers will also be able to use this for
other courses, such as the finance section
of a GCSE in Business Studies.

GNVQ Intermediate Business, Carol
Carysforth & Mike Neild,
Heinemann, 2000, paperback, 410
pages, without options £13.50, with
Edexcel options, £15.50, ISBN 0- 435-
45602-4, tel. 01865 888058

This covers the compulsory and optional
units. There is no guide on how to use the
book and at first I was a little lost. Perhaps
I was expecting to see the previously
familiar format of gathering evidence for a
portfolio on most pages. Instead I found a
fair amount of text, e.g. Unit 1.1, 7 pages,
before an activity. I did find the 'Snapshot'
interesting but I expected there to be some
form of self-assessment to accompany it.
Instead its purpose is to give a real-life
example/ application of the theory
discussed above.

The case studies provided the substance
and assessment I was looking for.
However it did not explain that this would
need to be used for any
assignment/portfolio work. The section at
the end of Unit 1, 'Bringing it all together -
producing a case study', was extremely
useful - but it seemed out of place there at
the end of the unit. If I were a student at
Intermediate level I think I would have
preferred to know this at the beginning of
the course. However if a tutor knows this
in advance there is nothing to stop their
directing the students to this section first.
It does contain all a student needs, with
very good guidance on what is expected of
them and how to achieve it. However,
there was no mention of key skills at all,
despite a section on how to give a good
presentation.

I particularly liked the practical examples,
(with answers at the back of the book) for
the finance unit. No stone was left
unturned! I also found the Unit 6,
Consumer protection, coverage fantastic.
Aspects of law were introduced and
developed in a clear and concise manner.

The lack of colour does not detract from
the pleasing layout.With two columns to a
page, use of bullets, a few photos and
some shading the text is not
overwhelming. I was unsure of the
attractiveness of some of the 'hand drawn'
images. I don't know how impressed my
students would be, or how they enhanced
the learning. Some were pointless.

I would recommend this book for the
delivery of the Intermediate course.
However tutors may like to go through the
unit on making a portfolio first, so that the
student really does know how to make the
most of the book. It covers the content in
a way that would be comfortable for a
student to go through. More able students
would really enjoy the Snapshots for an
added dimension to the subject content.

AVCE Advanced Business, Dave
Needham & Rob Dransfield,
Heinemann, 2000, paperback, 674
pages, £17.99, 0-435 45316-5, tel: 01865
888058.

The six units are covered in detail. The
first section in the book is an introduction,
which starts with a note to Advanced
students telling them that they need to take
responsibility for their own learning. It
tells them how to achieve this and gives a
guide to using the Internet as a tool for
research. I thought this was a handy few
pages, which a tutor could use to aid an
induction to the AVCE course, to set the
scene.

Each unit is introduced, divided into
chapters and has numbered sections.
Content coverage is excellent. This would
make a useful addition to any bookshelf
even if there were no AVCE students. The
content then leads up to an assessment
section, which details all the requirements
for the assessment. For 'first time' AVCE
tutors this is a real boon. It contains all a
student needs to achieve everything for the
unit plus a fantastic guide on all available
key skills, (including the wider ones).

I liked the layout, with its 'Check your
understanding' sections, excellent graphics,
and case study materials, and variations on
the font. The font seems to make it look
easy to read before you even start! There is
also a nice splash of quotes from 'Gurus'
for good measure.

Having recently taught Units 1 & 3 of this
course I could kick myself for not having
this book available for my students. The
depth is there but laid out in such a way as
to sneak it up on students. This gets full
marks - especially for the coverage of key
skills.

Rachel Stone, Park College,
Eastbourne. 47
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GCSE ECONOMICS

Economics A Complete Course,
third edition, Dan Moynihan and
Brian Titley, Oxford University
Press, 2000, paperback, 439 pages,
£14.50, ISBN 019 9134138, tel. 01865
556767.

In the very brief preface the authors
declare: 'The book meets the latest
requirements for GCSE, Standard
Grade, and International GCSE. In
addition, the text provides an excellent
primer for the first year of A-Level
Economics.' 

With a rapidly shrinking market for
GCSE Economics (Edexcel have recently
ended their syllabus,) this book has more
potential sales at the AS end of
Economics specifications.

It is a  'complete course' in that over
twenty chapters its coverage is
comprehensive both in terms of
explanation and of student activities.
Each chapter starts with a cartoon
depicting the main theme of the chapter.
There then follows a list of around four
to ten aims set aside alongside a cartoon
picture of an arrow hitting the bulls-eye
of a target. Perhaps with schemes of
work, OFSTED documentation in mind,
this 'objective settings' approach
signposts what you will learn. However,
most of the objectives are of the type:
Define, Distinguish, Describe etc. with
sadly few of the higher-order cognitive
skills required in a GCSE higher paper
of: Analyse, Assess or Evaluate.

Each chapter is divided into a number of
sections varying from about four (Ch 18
The European Economy, Ch 20
Population) to fifteen (Ch 4 Production).
For each section there is illustrative
material ranging from photographs,
cartoons, tables of data, charts. There are
exercises embedded in the flow of the
explanation of each topic. Much of the
information is presented in the format of
numbered and thankfully not bullet point
lists. Continuous prose is still required in
exams and not toolbar bullet points that
appear to mirror action. Throughout the
authors emphasize an arguments for,
arguments against approach. For
example chapter three the market system;
Chapter five different types of business
organisations; Chapter ten monopolies;
Chapter thirteen economic growth or
Chapter 18 the Euro. At the end of each
chapter there are key words reviews that
instructively send the student back
through the text to find out the standard
definitions. In some chapters, this pattern
is varied, by giving definitions and asking
for the correct keyword to be found in
the text or a full photocopiable keyword
search is provided.

Some of the exercises are of the standard
data response approach, whilst others
engage the students in differentiated
outcomes. The latter vary from case
study discussions, (Chapter 9 Social
Costs and Benefit and a discussion of
speed limits) to group/team activities,
(Chapter 15 Controlling the
Macroeconomy and the task of
producing a macro-policy manifesto.)
Others involve newspaper interpretations
(Chapter 7 The Location and Structure
of Industry and the task of advertising
Welcome to the UK) to role plays
(Chapter 6 The Finance and Growth of
Firms and taking out a bank loan.) 

As a revised edition the most notable
change is more up to date data. There are
charts in Chapter 12: How the Economy
Works covering the components of
aggregate demand with figures from
1990 to 1998. There are also more recent
newspaper cuttings although the exact
dates are not always provided. Extracts
on the BSE crisis, the BA/ Virgin
Atlantic-OFT dispute and the large trade
gap between Britain and Japan are most
welcome topical issues not always found
in other GCSE texts.

There are also some new chapter
headings, just to give a few examples:
Workers Wages and Employers in the
second edition becomes Chapter 11: The
Labour Market. More intriguingly Public
Finance becomes, Chapter 16: How is
Government Financed?, with a faint hint
of the Nuffield approach of drawing
students into a topic through an
engaging question. However
International Trade becomes
Macroeconomic Problems (2), with no
suggestion or concession towards the
concept of globalisation.

The pitch remains comprehensive, 'solid',
and for quite high achievers at GCSE
Level. But given that there are chapters
on AS/ AD, the ERM and the Euro and
market structures, this is a very good text
to help students taking up Economics for
the first time at AS Level or AVCE Level
Unit 2, The Competitive Business
Environment. Certainly for library
reference this text is very commendable
in producing visual representations of
central economic concepts, for example
productivity, the impact of exchange rate
appreciation, the multiplier, real income,
and the working population.

Still at times committed to a
phenomenological approach, once
advocated in the 16-19 Core Economics
Project, I cannot help judging texts by
how much they start from or present
every day, real world phenomena. A very
simple way to start is to look at the
photographs. As far as I know there is no
taxonomy to evaluate how 'real world' are
the photos in textbooks. In a Barthes-like

fashion, I first viewed the people
presented as indicative of homo-
economicus and fully paid up
methodological individualists. Then I
observed the members of Boyzone and a
character from the soap Hollyoaks. These
photos are tiny and not 'boldly big' as in
Anderton.Why the  semiotic shyness?
This could be the start of something new
investigating economic phenomena in a
more populist context.

Sean Vertigan, Woodhouse College
and the London Society for Teachers
in Economics and Business.

RESEARCH

Effective Strategies in Economics
and Business Education: An
International Perspective, David
Lines ed., The Economics and
Business Education Association,
2001, 163 pages, paperback, £16.50 inc.
p & p in the UK, ISBN: 0-901529-58-3,
contact Adam Unwin,
a.unwin@ioe.ac.uk.

Wouldn't it be wonderful to spend more
time out of the classroom discussing
teaching strategies, rather than dealing
with the demands of paperwork?  How
many of you can remember the days
when the curriculum and hands-on
teaching and learning issues dominated
staff meetings?  It sometimes feels that
those at the DfEE would like to
discourage us from thinking. Call me
paranoid, but since the National Criteria
for Business Studies were published in
1986 leading to GCSEs a year earlier
than everybody wanted, we have had the
National Curriculum, GNVQs and a
series of major changes to the way in
which we work, much of which has been
accompanied by political rhetoric
designed to appeal to parents as
stakeholders, rather than the professional
sensitivities of those at the sharp-end.
For example, inane statements like 'bog-
standard comp', or the narrow and
unsubstantiated views expressed by
Rasputin impressionists like Woodhead
have done little to support the esteem of
teachers as classroom professionals.

Education might not be an easy industry
to work within but it is an exciting one.
People’s teaching styles and practices
differ, as do the circumstances and
environmental conditions of their
workplace. There is no formula that
sums up teaching effectiveness, and this
is often reflected by the quote that 'there
are many different ways to cook
potatoes'. Asking questions about our
practice or the practices of others,
reading professional magazines and
journals, reflecting upon our own



teaching and using our own actions to
research and experiment within our own
classroom are all part of the process of
teacher professionalisation. It is what
makes the job special, is something that
we must strive for, justify, discuss and not
allow others to take away. It is also why,
with open arms, I welcome subject or
discipline-based publications, and more
particularly those that are edited, diverse
and international.

Effective Strategies in Economics and
Business Education: An International
Perspective, includes a selection of papers
presented as part of the EBEA
Conference in 1999 to an international
audience of economics and business
educators. Although the introduction by
David Lines claims that delegates for the
conference included a diverse group of
contributors from across the globe, the
book does not include all of the papers
presented to the conference from
international contributors as apparently
some papers were not intended to be
published or were too specialised. As a
result, despite the 'international'
implication behind the title, and without
Scottish contributions, the book is
transatlantic, as the papers within the text
refer to English and US systems.

The book is structured into three parts,
each of which I shall deal with in turn.

For the first part of the text entitled
'Business and Economics curriculum
issues', there are 5 papers starting with a
paper written by Hala Saliet and Helen
Swift, dealing with the topical issue of
raising achievement. Their particular
approach is to focus upon the importance
of language and, with emphasis upon
proactive learning and its link to
individual motivation, their work upon the
resources and strategies they have used
within their region is both practical and
useful. In her paper, Jenny Wales asks the
almost impenetrable question 'Can key
skills enhance learning?' and as with the
previous paper, although related to
theorists from 'a variety of perspectives'
her approach is constructive. Nancy
Wall's paper on the objectives of using IT
in economics and business learning draws
some interesting conclusions upon the
need to consider the construction of
syllabus content in order to allow
'simultaneous development of knowledge
and skills.'  With levels of response
marking a key issue in the development of
young people as thinkers and
communicators, the contribution from
Jacek Brant, David Lines and Alison
Wood, as experienced A level examiners,
focuses upon thinking skills to improve
the critique of business. In doing so, it
provides some interesting thoughts about
how to encourage our students to improve
their intellectual skills. Finally, Peter

Davies poses some interesting questions
that arise out of the decline in economics
teaching, and suggests some useful
thoughts for how the theme of interaction
could be used to develop the area.

The second part of the book is entitled
'Entrepreneurship Education' and has 3
papers. William Walstad reports the
findings of a survey on the attitude of
'youth' to entrepreneurship. His
empirically-based research points to the
dreams that young Americans have of
starting business and taking control of
their lives (so do I!). And, he makes the
particularly strong assertion that further
business and economic education might
help more young people to see
entrepreneurship as a route into the
employment marketplace. Francis
Rushing and Calvin Kent build Walstad's
work by discussing the progress made in
entrepreneurial education in the pre-
college curriculum of the US. The area is
further explored by Marie Wilson and
Francis Rushing's historical perspective on
the competing goals and aspirations of
business and economics education within
the US and the particular problems and
issues created by the academic/vocational
divide.

The final section of the book on Training
and Research Issues contains 3 papers.
Ian Abbott's paper also looks at the
academic/vocational divide mentioned by
Wilson and Rushing, but from the
perspective of those training to be
teachers of economics and business. By
looking at their attitudes to GNVQs and
their subsequent teaching strategies, he
discusses the ramifications for further
training and development. Similarly, Jacek
Brant, David Lines and Adam Unwin look
at the training of teachers of business and
economics and the paper describes how
activities that challenge student teacher
preconceptions may in turn reflect upon
their own positions and create similar
challenges for the children they may be
teaching. Finally,William Walstad and
Michael Watts outline a research agenda
for economics education in the Transition
Economies. They comment upon the part
that economics education has played in
the transformation of socialist economies
and comment upon how the area can
provide an important role in further
reform.

It is easy to make the mistake of relating
the contributions for this book to articles
published in the British Educational
Research Journal or other revered
publications. Indeed, it would not be
difficult to question some of the research
questions created within these papers and
then criticise the methodology or their
justification of method. Even the balance
of the book, dependent as it has been
upon particular types of contribution,

could be further discussed. I shall not
make this mistake. It is, as ever, useful
and commendable to see contributions to
the developing world of research in
business and economics education. There
is simply not enough research into our
business education as a subject-based
discipline. As a teacher-educator who
encourages his students to engage in their
own research activities, and in reflective
discourse about their roles in education,
this text is an essential purchase. Not
only does it provide more material for
lectures and presentations, it also enables
me to use published papers for seminar
work.

Dave Needham, The Nottingham
Trent University

OTHER RESOURCES RECEIVED

Essential Data Skills for Business
and Management, a guide to using
official data sources, Steve Hurd and
Jean Mangan, eds., Statistics for
Education, 2001, 163 pages, paperback,
£15.95, ISBN: 1 872849 83 0, tel. 01279
652183.

This is a serious handbook on the use,
analysis and interpretation of data. It
consists of ten chapters on various aspects
of particular interest to business data
users. Chapter headings range from
'Understanding National Statistics' to
'Market segments' and 'Demand
forecasting'. It has been produced with the
collaboration of the Office for National
Statistics.

This is not a book for A level students but
it has considerable potential for
supporting teacher needs. It covers both
the use of national data such as that
provided by the ONS and the analysis of
data from individual businesses or
industries. The occasional demands which
it makes of readers' mathematical and
statistical skills should pose no problem
for teachers with degree-level
qualifications in the subject area.

There is an accompanying CD and
workbook, so that readers can practice
techniques and become familiar with the
data provided. The data comes in
alternative formats, Secos or Excel.
Teachers who need to improve their
understanding of business data will find
that it fills a real gap in the market.
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